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7 ‘a Modern Medicine Men 

Se The modern treatment of disease involves many factors— 

among which chemotherapy becomes more vital every day. 
In the treatment of disease and disabling allergies, medicines synthesized from organic chemicals 

have replaced many of the less specific medicinal agents of past generations. 

Such medicinals as the sulfonamides, penicillin, streptomycin. anti-histamines and aspirin. 
either comfort the patient or make the control of his illness far more certain and effective. In each | 

case the broad availability of these drugs has been made : 

possible by the development of synthetic organic chemicals neers ‘ : 

which are necessary to their manufacture. a CARBIDE id CARBON a 

Carbide and Carbon Chemicals has pioneered in synthe- ae all 

sizing and producing. on a large scale, dependable organic CHEMICALS CORPORATION 
chemicals. Our technical representatives are well qualified naeena Uy : ne 

to help you make the best use of them in the development Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 

of your product. 30 East 42nd Street [qq New York 17, N. Y. 
y : ‘ 

A partial list of our chemicals, now considered basic to the pharma- 4 Be" ae 

ceutical industry. includes the alcohols: methanol, ethanol, and isopropanol: ee | aos a} 
, 5 : Ba i 

acetic anhydride: propylene glycol: ethyl ether: ethyl and isopropyl acetate: i. ' a a | 

acetone: ethylene dichloride: “Carbowax” compounds; acetoacetic esters: 
and the ethanolamines. For specific information on any af these materials, Offices in Principal Cities 

their chemical and physical properties, and their reactivity, call or write 

- nearest office for “Synthetic Organic Chemicals,” booklet B. pcp OUP nearest UfiCe JOF Oy BOO RE . Carbide and Carbon Chemicals, Limited, Toronto 

“Carbowax” is a registered trade-mark of C.& C.C.C.
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RCA Laboratories’ “Chamber of Silence”—proving ground of tonal quality in radio and television instruments. 

h S/L N 2 Continue your education 

Ever ear [ CE é with pay—at RCA 

—$=—$<<— Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 8) 
Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 

facturers of radio and electronic products 

. 
offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 

You walk into an eerie room. The door Information gained here is part of such ad- well-rounded training and experience at 

swings shut and you're wrapped in a vances as: The “Golden Throat” tone system a ond. sality with opportunites for oe 

silence so complete that it’s an effort to found only in RCA Victor radios and Victrola projects which offer unusual promise: 

listen. Sound in this vault-like cavern is radio-phonographs . . . superb sound sys- ® Development and design of radio re- 

as u . a tx owalh ceivers (including broadcast, short wave 

reduced to the minimum of hearing. tems for television . . . the true-to-life quality and FM circuits, television, and phono- 

Bak ev donee Wak 8 4 of of RCA Victor records . . . high-fidelity mi- graph combinations ). 

r oa even h ence ao a his of its own.  crophones, clear voices for motion pictures, @ Advanced development and design of 

‘aintly you ear a sub ued hiss; sometimes public address systems, and interoffice com- AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 

a soft hum. Scientists have suggested this  tyunications 
induction heating, mobile communications 

ee ke " a 
pment, relay systems. 

may be the “noise” of molecules hitting the ‘ i se eae 

ard . Othe Tee GEAE § 2b. Research at RCA Laboratories moves © Design of component parts such as 

eard POH, hers wonecr if it is caused by along many paths. ‘Advanced scientific think- coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 

the coursing of the body’s blood stream. ing is part of any product bearing the names * Development and design < ew fs 

are 2 Y ording and reproducing methods. 

When acoustic scientists at RCA Labora- RCA, or RCA Victor. i T ewiae | . 
V . : ‘ © Design of receiving, power, cathode 

tories want to study the actual voice of an When in Radio City, New York, be sure ray, gas and photo tubes. 

instrument, they take it to this room. What to see the radio, television and electronic Write today to National Recruiting Divi- 

they hear then is the instrument itself—and wonders at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West ic RES Viele, Sanden; New Bienes 

: : en a oe so many opportunities for Mechanica 

only the instrument. They get a true meas- 49th Street. Free admission. Radio Corp. of and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

ure of performance. America, RCA Building, Radio City, N. Y. 20. 

@ RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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be # i. b i rr | 
fe wer | ee __—=s—_=seé=i, ~=«= Surface Conjecto-Fired GAS “& J _ - - = . Furnace used for a variety of 

7 a «| _ | €&# heat-treating operations includ- 
i | | _§__ .. ing Malleableizing, Pack Carburizing, 

‘eee oo — = : | |. Annealing in a temperature range 
| f . _. _ Jot _ » from 600° F. to 1800° F. 

“ a a i 4 a es 3 a ey — rT = Conte Llc (“i“‘( mk ae i e F. : 

é : a  . © . — 

os Cl fe 

i’ 
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FURNACE PERFORMS . oe | 
MULTIPLE HEAT-TREATING FUNCTIONS Ye a i _ 

UNDER VARIED CONDITIONS | 
In modern heat-treating, adaptability of equipment and ANSEALING tation wagon Aten flexibility of fuel are primary influences in any cost-per- ‘Temperature: 1600° F. Piece analysis. As a typical example of the flexibility of aume Gretes a6 hours the productive flames of GAS, this Conjecto-Fired GAS | _ . 
Furnace is used for a variety of operations without any << “FP - change other than regulation of the fuel-mix and tem- yl | £4a—:rUCtC perature controls. 4 y a 

Atwood Vacuum Machine Company, Rockford, IIli- | fe | nois, is equipped to heat-treat pieces ranging from 1 _ Fl 7 ounce to 1000 pounds, in volume up to 15,000 pounds “  £va J daily. Their modern Gas-fired Equipment is adapted for rt‘ PY annealing, carburizing, drawing, hardening, normaliz- “<4 -..__—s ing, malleableizing, stress relieving, under rigid metal- Se ee lurgical specifications. PACK ‘eet 
aterial: ot rolle 1010 Experienced heat-treating specialists like Atwood Lemperatures oes Vacuum Machine Company use GAS because this Case: 040 flexible, controllable, tapid-heating fuel is so readily Net charge: 1500 Ibs, adaptable to all types of processing at any required <—__ ee. temperature. The productive flames of GAS are so a a 4 es, flexible that they can be used for any production-line ~ . SS heating operation, under the most exacting conditions. ZS X ie 7 

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION X Q » “aw 
420 LEXINGTON AVENUE +» NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK SY iy 

i —_ : MORE AND MORE... a 
COMBUSTION Chena iD MALLEABLEIZING—Tratler Jack Screws 
TION, Toledo, Ohio, Manu- EL TR Material: Malleable Thon ’ ’ YtO, 

3 1 . facturers of Gas Heat-Treating elwtn Tie coe 72 hours equipment a a Net charge: 10,000 Ibs. 
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_ For Students of Science and Deep bi Cl sa ts) re 
er : a pe Se Ee 

. ‘ aoa = serena nm serene | 

Experimental research results in better _" SSagemue 
a 

Vitamin D source for poultry indsty 
Bones at top, from birds fed no vitamin D, are 

shorter, poorly developed, and fragile, com- 

Fifteen years of work by DuPont __ that year, Du Pont research men—who pared nent fh Bottom rent (Binds.itee 
chemists, biochemists, physicists, had been studying the chemistry and 

biochemistry of vitamin D for almost cH cH e 

and engineers behind develop- four years—announced that the pro- . te / H3 

ment of “DELSTEROL” vitamin in animal cholesterol was not CHa PCH CHarCHa-CHarcR 

ergosterol. They showed that the acti- CH3 

In 1922, it was shown that vitamin D vated provitamin in cholesterol gave a | VITAMIN D3, 
controls the utilization of calcium and vitamin D much more effective for "? S&S 
phosphorus in the body, especially in chicks than that of irradiated ergos- Du Pont chemists and engineers car- 

the bones of growing animals. This led terol. This fact was based on many ried this forward by devising a success- 

to the discovery that leg weakness in comparative assays of irradiated choles- ful commercial process for making 7-de- 

chicks, poor production,low hatchability terol, irradiated ergosterol, and irradi- hydrocholesterol and irradiating it to 

of eggs, and other disturbances were ated mixtures of these substances on vitamin D;. Several forms of vitamin D 

caused by a deficiency of this vitamin. rats and chicks. - are now manufactured by Du Pont, 

m0 rr, - ee 2 ranging from oil and dry powder con- 

. , : S86 ge Cre cl centrates—used by the poultry trade 
aes t gl under the trademark ‘‘Delsterol’’—to 

a ' CU nc el vitamin D, crystals of the highest 

ite “he. ao 2 purity. 
ee a a i. ya 7 ~~ Today’s chickens are healthier, and 

le A ac io 4 7 Sl the average annual egg yield over the 

A <—_ last eight years has increased from 134 

7 ne yO . | ‘ Se Pe “ to 159 per bird. To a considerable de- 

i: — i i by PS gree, this is a result of the fifteen years 
ae i | fo of research devoted by Du Pont scien- 

— a a JF tists to the development of ‘‘Delsterol’’ 

ce a UN ee lL — “D”-activated animal sterol. 

nell -— | Questions College Men ask 
a —~- 27. ~. ¢& about working with Du Pont 
9 need | — — 

a a) ‘ [_ 2 What are the opportunities in sales? 

E: ee ee i atone aa bat es ee “a ffs G ined 

L. Fullhart, Ph.D. 1946 in organic chemistry, lowa State College and W. F. Marlow, chemist, B.S. 1941, Seperate stalls roonutecnarine yt eae 
George Washington University, preparing to examine a sterol product for quality and yield. ments. Training in chemistry or chemical 

engineering is a prerequisite for some sales 

Scientists subsequently discovered Synthesis from Cholesterol developed positions, which may be in one of three 

that vitamin D could Bemade by tradi- unr investigators showed that, the fll: echnical ale ee evelopment 
= ey Thi jou haa ai provitamin in cholesterol was 7-dehy- AepCE cee TNE: «New emproyeds, HANEY. AS 

violet light. This reaction has since been hol * * :, quire technical background by first working 
shown t iiaist of titanate aaa drocholesterol by developing its syn Z 1 lab : ducti 

own: to: Consist; O! anStOR MING “Cer” thesis from cholesterol. The relationship in be control laboratory or in production. 
tain provitamins from the group known Write for booklet, ‘The Du Pont Company 

terols, into vitamin D. The final between cholesterol, 7-dehydrocholes- d the Coll G a » 9518 N 
as si y 9 vitamin D. nal re- terol, and vitamin D; is shown by the and the ollege Gra uate, 18 Nemours 

sult of these discoveries was the present : Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware. 
Fi : following formulas: 

large-scale commercial production of the 
vitamin by a series of complex chemical 
and photo-chemical reactions which re- CHs CHs ws 

: < 4 { 
quire careful control by chemists, bio- chy =CH-CH,-CH2-CH2-CH 

chemists, physicists, and engineers. In \ Lo Nats 
this development, Du Pont scientists CHOLESTEROL Ree us. PaT Orr 
played an important part. HO 

E 1 h \ CH3 CHs cH; BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 

rgosterol once the only source dy cctiy-chig-cH of THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
-CH=CH2~CH2-CHa~ 

For years before 1934 it was assumed ots Neus i 

that ety ae J ae ‘de a Ho 7-DEHYDROCHOLESTEROL More facts about Du Pont — Listen to “Cavalcade 
> o> 

provitamin that yielded vitamin D. In of America,” Mondays, 8 P.M., EST on NBC 
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In the electrical manufacturing : VAY. | ieee anal 

industry, it takes an engineer to \ oon f 4 ] H ce 6 f 

sell. He must be prepared not \ e 4 A | | ae - 

only to explain the features, con- ie ve " Pe a , : _O 7 

struction and design of his prod- , ow Tus . . } 

uct, but must be able to apply \ : KA oe / i / 

it as well. He should foresee a ‘ 4 Lay : Y ¥ 

apetatiag ptoblems ‘ot bis: cus- es 1 } Ao. 
tomer and be able to explain , os «- tu ‘ =f 

how the apparatus works under ( (ee ’ i a a = 

every condition. 4 te . ES ee ee 

Forexample,
 

at Westinghouse: 

APPARATUS SALESMEN. .. areresponsible for the sales of radio apparatus and are experts in its application. 

all Westinghouse products toa group of regular customers. INDUSTRY SALESMEN . . . keep abreast of changing 

PRODUCT SPECIALISTS . . . are experts on specific developments in specific industries, such as textile, 

types of equipment; they know and can demonstrate steel, petroleum... and formulate plans to maintain 

how the motor, switchgear or other apparatus works. the advance position of Westinghouse in these fields. 

Your sales opportunities with Westinghouse are as 

DIVISION SALES ENGINEERS . . . are specialists cover- broad as industry itself. Wherever power is applied, 

ing broad lines of products such as steam equipment, there’s need for Westinghouse equipment. G-10004 

oy 

. a Seana nna nanan 

This fs bniktone of(he. WAY OPER: a i ‘To obtain copy of “Finding Your Place in Industry”, consult Place- 
suniiies open oO eiesizical ed © { ment Officer of your university, or mail this coupon to: 

inact many ther, fa cues: 1 Diaries Educating Canina 
Westinghouse. Begin plans for your Cater pose! Electric Corporation 

future by sending today for your free ah N. V acker Drive, P.O. Box B, Zone 90 

copy of “Finding Your Place in Chicago 6, Illinois - 
Industry”. ; Name 

| College. ote oe COUTBEL - 

ti h | Address__ ect ent 

\ Ves In ouse 1 City State 

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICES EVERYWHERE | | 
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Origin of the Badger Stat GY e 

by W. M. Haas c’49 

dt the present time, lead and zine are so closely related in the tinued long into the nineteenth century. During the Revo- 

Wisconsin district that one can hardly discuss the one and lutionary War, there was not enough lead for bullets in 

exclude the other. At the present time, zinc is most important, the colonies, so it was necessary to melt down leaded win- 

and generally has been for several decades. Lead has almost dow frames, pewt I d L b 

- been relegated to the status of a by-product of the zinc industry. 2 Pewter vesse's, anc even statues. . can be 

A century and a quarter ago, however, the mining of lead had S©eO that there was a ready market for lead in America, 

a tremendous part in the opening and development of a new and it follows that any substantial deposits of the metal 

pages a} pe rapid advancement of that territory to state- that might be discovered would be exploited quickly. 

ood. It will be our primary purpose here to re » history 5 Sic 3 ‘ 

of lead mining and he inflachee upon the ‘haw Wionee 4 The Beeseh had alg? Ege RBI Gustg i the Nie 
The story of zinc begins in a more recent period, and will be SISSIPPt valley, in the place that later became the state of 
told in the next issue of the WISCONSIN ENGINEER. This Missouri. The French government worked these deposits 

publication wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Mr. Ernest quite extensively (for that age) between 1720 and 1740, 
Bean, State Geologist, and Prof. Edwin Shorey of the Mining when it was part of the Louisiana Territory. They made 

pad aes Department in compiling the information for explorations farther north along the great river, too. 

—W.M.H. In 1788 a French trader, Julien Dubuque, started mining 

x £ * lead near the present Iowa city that bears his name. Evi- 

Te lead and zinc mining region of Wisconsin is located dently a shrewd and influential person, he obtained per 

in the southwestern part of the state, and roughly em- mission from the Sauk and Fox Indians to conduct his 

braces the three counties of Grant, Lafayette, and Iowa. operations there, and also got confirmation from the Span- 

A considerable portion of this area is well suited to agri- ish governor of Louisiana. He used Indian labor for his 

culture. Dairying is of considerable importance, as well operations: and developed a substantial business. A con- 

as the raising and fattening of hogs and beef cattle. There siderable portion of the lead produced in the Upper Mis: 

is some rough land that is best suited for timber and sissippi valley was credited to him. When Dubuque died, 

limited grazing. When the white man first came to stay, the Indians continued mining lead ore as their own enter- 

the tillable land did not need a great deal of clearing, as it PEGS) and profited reasonably well by selling the ore fo 

was mostly situated on the upland prairie. Most of the the white: men who had the smelters. Te is worth noting 

present timber on the steepest slopes has grown since the that the squaws did most of the mining work, and that the 

white san settled the aves, as the Tadians used to burn Indians did some smelting themselves on a limited scale. 

the timber regularly. During the 1820’s the general demand for lead increased, 

. . and the opportunity for developing the otential lead re- 

Despite the fact that the region was So well suited to gions was pe. At the time of their opening by the Ameri- 

teeny, “te elle of Cea C deveined, quickie oe cans, the a mines in the Tinie Wikcondh fed wants 

a we . » greatest lead treasure known in the United States. e 

kaon sabi pane arn EES amar ia ean pup a 
the organization of the new territory, and the basis of its diggings © the Indians, and of ihe RAeiRE WHR “ a 

first prosperity. The day of the plow and reaper was yet te ea few aries qT . Indians vee scoep ne 
ore from their crude “mines” with stone picks, bone spades, 

to come. wooden shovels, gun barrels fashioned into crowbars, and 

To find the underlying reasons for this interest in the occasionally some implement left by earlier white men. 

heavy, gray, soft metal, let us look back into the early Lacking blasting powder (and probably also the knowledge 

history of the United States. At the time of the American of how to use it), the native miners broke up rocks by 

Revolution, very little lead was mined in the colonies. heating them with fire, then pouring cold water over them. 

There were small diggings in various of the present eastern The Indians had crude smelters, too. Doubtless they 

states, but their production was not nearly enough to satisfy learned about smelting from the French, as these primi- 

the needs of the commerce and industry of the growing tive furnaces resembled those used by the French in their 

colonies. Most of the lead and lead products were im- earlier developments in Missouri. These smelters were 

ported from England. In fact, importation of lead con- constructed by first digging a trench on the slope of a 
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hill. This trench was about 3 feet wide on the top and __ industries supplemental to the development of a new terri- 
8 inches on the bottom. It was lined with flat stones, and tory. Many of the newcomers did not stick to one occu- 
suitable stones were placed across the trough to form a_ pation, of course, and there were the “mining farmers” 
sort of grate, A fire pit was dug at the lower end of this and the “farming miners.” These people had permanent 
trough, and a wood fire was started. The ore was placed homes in the area, and were able to produce a considerable 
in the stone-lined trench, and when sufficiently hot, the portion of their wants. Thus it was possible for them to metal flowed out of the ore through the fire, and into a produce lead on a smaller price margin than the miners 
pool dug at one side of the fire. Here the metal was cast in other areas could. When the price of lead dropped into plats or pigs, each weighing from 30 to 70 pounds. from $4.50 in 1827 to $2.00 per hundred in 1829, Wis- 

A law passed by Congress in 1807 convemplared the consin production fell off but litele. On the other hand, 
. : : due to costly digging, transportation, food, and numerous plan of leasing the government lands to the miners, with f 5 _ : . .. other handicaps, the Missouri mines were forced to cut the government to receive a share of the production. This ‘ kkavoly ducting hi iod 

was not actually carried out until 1822, however, in the sperations sharp.y during this: same’ period. 
Wisconsin region. In that year, the first leases were The methods of prospecting and mining were, of course, 
arranged. They were continued for some time, but the very primitive compared to modern procedures. A good government later sold all its mineral lands. bit of the early miner’s success in locating a rich deposit 

was due to luck. He did, however, also use careful obser- 
The first significant production of lead began in 1824, vation in deciding where to dig. Most of the miners had 

but the Wisconsin field was not long in developing. In some previous experience in the Missouri fields that served 1826, most of the lead produced in the United States came them well in Wisconsin, even though conditions were 
from the Missouri operations, but in 1827 the Upper (please turn to page 26) 
Mississippi mines spurted ahead, producing about one and . a half times as much as the older mines to the south. This | | 
increase continued rapidly through the 30’s, and con- | 77 %..d0) 2 
tinued until about 1847, when lead production began to } | ys : | 
fall off. During this expansion, the Missouri fields con-  |u aie is ‘lad aM Wd cia | tinued to fall off in production, and for a time remained oT bal 4 - Ee ba, : 

a secondary source. They were, however, to regain con- . a Q ee ey 
siderable importance at a later time. Se teed : A a, ne = le 

Two economic factors had a considerable effect upon at aes Pe ee ede 
this rapid gain in the Illinois-Wisconsin area. The Missouri =" vue [i ees ey i, oe a ney & 
mines were at a considerable distance from water trans- ; Pat : cede #, b : 4 ei Be. i 
portation compared to the new developments to the north. ; eee i: a BE EEE sg ‘ i 
The land in Wisconsin was better adapted to agricul- | . fe are ‘ } vd RB a Me 
tural activity than was the mining area in Missouri, pro- | . a i oe ; oe} 
viding an opportunity for the Badger miners to raise at ee by : * ; * ‘ ; 
least a portion of their own food. The swift-flowing streams i 4 Be . a 
in Wisconsin provided many mill-sites, where grains could ! ~ ae / : | 
be made into flour, and sawmills could be constructed for | ia d . } : / : producing lumber for housing. i . i sg i 5 ¢ 

The population in Wisconsin increased in a direct rela- ae 1 ‘ : ! 
tion to the production of lead. In 1825, there were about : - az ' 
200 whites in the area; 1828 saw about 10,000. The Cornish | nye a 4 Peres cre: « sei ; 
miners, who proved to be the best, came shortly after. } Aa bai] ES ae iY ke iy ey 
These men were so adept at their work that they were able | a ey oo ae 3 “a to work at a profit some of the deposits that had been | ee _ ae Vee oe Bt act 
given up by earlier miners who were less effective in their ' ) _ a ee i ae > le cy . 
work. So important was this region that when the Terri- tat Oy ae i ay ee el i 
tory of Wisconsin was set up in 1836, Belmont was selected | ie 9 : io ie. / fet 
as the site of the capitol. Later, of course, Madison be- j i. re te St Sale mer i 
came the seat of the state government. . i —o%, A i? int ce he, a byes ‘ - * ae ‘ 

Some of these persons started farming right at the be- g ie . r te 2 ee aac e in. 
ginning, and following the farms were the mills and other is “ i f 7 3 uo ap a , is 

& ”) ee Pain : 

is early lead mine, primitive though it was, strongly in- se gs ee oS a 5 : ge tren | fluenced American history. i= ee . Fe is TK os Se 

Courtesy of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin. — \ Bx. ee : ae ene 
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COMPRESSION DISTILLATION UNITS 
by Russell Pipkorn m’49 

RESH, pure water is essential to human life. Durin, Components of the Unit 
P gs P 

World War II our armed forces occupied numerous = gsyiles wo: : ‘ 

‘ ‘ : P j The distillation unit itself is composed of a few main 

outlying bases which had little or no pure water. Equip- : ‘ 
: : parts, a number of automatic controls and safety devices, 

ment had to be supplied so that the available water could 5 or . 
. a and many feet of connecting piping, valves, and fittings. 

be purified. It was at this time that the Cleaver Brooks 
. aay ‘ f The components are all assembled on a base weldment 

Company of Milwaukee began building purification appa- an 
os . which is arranged to take up the least amount of space. 

ratus. The principle of operation used was the compres- 

sion distillation process. The units built for the army were The evaporator is of the shell and tube type, and con- 

mobile or portable units of various sizes. At the present sists of a vapor head, cone and vanes, central tube bundle, 
P P PI > 

time the standard line of models has been set up with and bottom head. The tube bundle consists of a number 
P 

three sizes, either Diesel engine or electric motor driven. of brass tubes mounted in tube sheets and enclosed in an 
, g 

Principle of Operation “Everdur” metal shell. Two overflow passages are pro- 

The operation of the compression distillation unit can vided to convey the water from the tube bundle to the 

be divided into two cycles, the initial warm-up cycle and bottom head. To the vapor head, which covers the top 

the running cycle. The various steps can be followed on of the evaporator, is attached a steam duct which carries 

the flow diagram. During the warm-up period, water is the steam to the compressor. Spiral vanes and the cone 

heated in the engine water jacket to 212 degrees Fahren- inside the vapor head serve as a steam separator, so that 

heit and flashes into steam in the engine cooling water dry, pure steam is delivered to the compressor. A by-pass 

tank or engine water boiler. This steam is drawn through connection between the vapor head and the evaporator 

the compressor, where the steam temperature is raised to allows for the escape of air during the warm-up period. 

221 degrees by compression, and passed on into the evap- The metals used in the unit are all non-ferrous corrosion- 

orator where it gives up its heat to the main body of water resistant metals. The entire evaporator is insulated to 

contained in the bottom of the evaporator. After about ™imimize the heat losses. In operation feed water circu- 

an hour, the main body of water is heated to 212 degrees lates through the vertical tubes and steam is compressed. in 

and the unit has reached its operating temperature. The the area around them. As the steam loses its heat to the 

warm-up cycle described is that of a Diesel operated unit. feed water it condenses and flows into the reservoir in the 

For an electrically driven unit an auxiliary boiler must be bottom of the evaporator. This is the distillate which is 

used to supply the heat for initial warm-up and later on picked up by the pump and forced through the after- 

for make-up. cooler and discharged. 

After initial warm-up, the actual operation begins. Steam The compressor is a standard Roots type (see the Janu- 
P: P' 8) y 

is produced in the evaporator and is drawn into the com- ary Wisconsin Engineer). Its component parts, housing, 

pressor, where the temperature is raised 

from 212 degrees to 221 degrees by com- 48,300 a7/jue. 
. aan 80 con goariony | he vewr 

pression. The compressed steam is dis- compessson 100.000 aren ( VENT CONDENSER 
. 66,500 B7i/we \ eal = 

charged into the outer shell of the evapo- 8 ap St / (S225, ) Y ase 
. 2 29, 

rator. The steam, being at a higher tem- 6) <7 5A ped LIES ARNE: 
Giapoearad : 

perature than the water, gives up its latent ii | 
. <p. = — = 

heat to the water and condenses, flowing ; Bee he (0) 

: wy,|t asseccoans{ ~ 

into the hot well. The freed water that ep 263% peresee | 

had picked up the latent heat from the wee | 

steam, flashes into steam itself and is 2360 fue 

drawn into the compressor, completing Encnle CooL me Bg eesieriian 
. tb, 

the cycle. The steam which condensed and 03.900 aruba I hee 
G ’ ne wane ons) F500 arume _ 

went into the hot well is the distilled water Enmesr a 
. 2700 we 227-6. 

and is pumped through a heat exchanger, an 934,500 Bre/we = 

giving up its heat to the incoming feed euhoas “ai sear excuanscen| | FEED WATER STEQINEE 
. 

_ nn QO 

water. To prevent excessive concentration FAO al OV \ (0) ct ip (2) og 

of salts in the unit, continuous blowdown A su ouinow PUNY EERE Ee 

‘ DIESEL ENGINE. SEA WATER 

is taken from the bottom of the evapo- suarT WP 27.7 DISTILLATE OUT BLOW DOWN OUT eee Ber 

p ‘ 27.74 2545 » 70500 BTU pye bi Po le 2080. pine gees (ase 

rator. This blowdown is also passed 126,000 BI Yup 94,700 BrUjue. 15400 arufue 

through the heat exchanger, giving up its 

excess heat to an equivalent amount of Flow diagram for the compression distillation unit showing the path of water 

from entry as feed water until it leaves as distillate or blowdown. (Note: Tem- 
¥ «: 

feed water. peratures shown are only approximate). 
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end plates and rotors are made of bronze since they are tube sections; each bank consisting of four brass tubes 
continually in contact with moisture. Special labyrinth which are expanded into a brass tube sheet on each end. 
seals prevent the escape of steam at the bearings. Gen- In the aftercooler the distillate and the blowdown are 
erally the housing is insulated. The steam is drawn from cooled by reclaiming the heat in both and transferring it 
the top of the evaporator, compressed, and delivered, at to the incoming feed water. From the aftercooler, the 
an increased temperature to the area around the tubes distillate and blowdown flow to discharge outlets and the 
within the evaporator. The number of cubic feet of steam preheated water flows into the evaporator. 
compressed per revolution is in direct proportion to the Beside the valves and gauges and many feet of non- 
number of gallons of water condensed in the evaporator, ferrous piping, important automatic controls are supplied. 
therefore the output of the still is determined by the A liquid level control and high water shut-off valve is con- 
speed of the compressor. nected to the evaporator to control the raw water level 

The power for the unit may be supplied either by a inside. The engine boiler is supplied with a liquid level 
standard Diesel engine or an electric motor. On the larger, control and low water shut-off valve so that the cooling 
electrically operated units individual motors are supplied system is protected against low water conditions. The for the compressor and each of the three main pumps, evaporator is also supplied with a pressure relief valve. 
feed water, distillate, and blowdown pumps. These are Size of Units 

The size of the compression distillation units is deter- 
. . cis mined by the number of gallons of distilled water delivered 

“i ie > per hour. Three standard sizes are being built in both 
. y ’ = ‘a : : 3 @ 4 Diesel engine and electric motor drive; they are a 90 GPH, 

ine at eC eet a 375 GPH, and a 600 GPH. unit. The Diesel drive units 
he | Pr. ‘i on ot are self-contained, but the electrically driven units require 
a i vee) me pil i a some outside source of heat supply. The 90 GPH unit is 

aan ca \\ — ow) a also manufactured with an electric boiler. All the units 
a dks Rise a ( ely i / gel contain the same basic parts, however, with size variations 
> a ——— in some cases. The largest unit employs two evaporators 

we ee of operating simultaneously. 
<—o ns sed EVD Since the first units were built, the efficiency has been 

‘ Sancta cea” increased until at present 200 pounds of pure water can 
Diesel driven 600 GPH distillation unit. Engine boiler be obtained for each pound of Diesel fuel used. This is mounted above the engine uses heat from engine cooling significant since more water must be handled than is 

water. actually delivered as distillate, most of the excess leaving 
turbine type pumps. On the Diesel driven unit all the the unit as blowdown. For example, the 375 GPH unit 
power is supplied by the engine. requires 650 gallons of feed water per hour and the effi- 

The engine boiler is connected to the water jacket of ciency now obtained is due to the cycle being used. Ex- 
the engine and serves as a cooling reservoir. It is a well cluding such losses as radiation, the heat is always reused. 
insulated tank with necessary connections and is mounted Running the distillate and blowdown through the after- 
on brackets above the engine. The engine water pump cooler makes the heat available to the new feed water. 
receives its supply from the boiler, circulates it through This is exemplified by the fact that the distillate leaves the 
the water jacket and returns it to the boiler. As the water unit at approximately 20 degrees above that of the feed 
circulates, the heat from the engine causes it to boil and water. 
the steam thus produced flows from the boiler to the At the present time the compression distillation unit 
evaporator. During the warm-up cycle, this steam will has found uses in chemical and pharmaceutical companies cause the water in the evaporator to boil after a short time, and also in foreign oil fields. Numerous units have’ been 
while during the running cycle the heat from the engine installed in Saudi Arabia by the Arabia-American Oil 
makes up for radiation and other losses. Company and more are to be installed. Other problems 

The vent condenser is similar in construction to the beside actual purification arise with various locations and 
evaporator, having as its principal component, a tube various waters. The water of the Persian Gulf, for in- 
bundle through which raw water is forced. This condenser stance, is particularly high in salt content. This required 
is mounted above the distillate hot well in a horizontal that the units supplied were equipped with methods of 
position. Water vapor, with air and other non-condensable cleaning salt scale which is especially hard and forms fast. gases flow into the area around the tubes. The water Also the fact that the water is highly odorous required that 
vapor is condensed and drains back into the hot well. The a means of deaerating be supplied. 
air and other non-condensable gases are freed to the atmos- Just as numerous other developments that we know 
phere through a small orifice. today were developed during the war because of necessity 

The aftercooler is a heat exchanger through which the and have found even further peace time uses,‘so thé‘coth- 
distillate, blowdown and raw water pass during the running _ pression distillation unit, a product of the war, has found cycle. It consists primarily of banks of tubes held in cast widespread post-war use. 
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STELLAR RADIATION MEASUREMENTS 

by R. Bartelme e’48 : 

Ov of the problems confronting the astronomer is the and so calibrated that a deflection of 1 millimeter corre- 

detection and measurement of radiations from heaven- sponded to about one millionth of a degree in average 

ly bodies. Ordinary methods of measurements are not temperature rise of the bolometer strip. Ambient tempera- 

sensitive enough, so through the years various schemes tures will affect the accuracy of the bolometer so it must 

Save been developed in order to accomplish this result. be protected by enclosing it in thick walls of some insu- 

lating material and it also must be screened from the 
The earliest attempts to measure small amounts of radi-  qirect rays of the sun, The galvanometer used at the 

ation employed heat devices which operate on the principle Washington and Mount Wilson observatories were built 

that since radiation is energy it can be measured by con- 4 foundations that extended several feet below the ground. 

verting it into some other form of energy, such as heat, in order to reduce the effect of accidental vibrations and 

and then measuring the latter. ground tremors. This construction proved very effective, 

One of the first successful devices was the bolometer as the average vibrations recorded were about 0.3 mm. in 

which was invented by Dr. Langley in the year 1880. amplitude and accidental deflections as great as 1 mm. : 

Basically it consists of a thin metal strip, usually platinum, rarely occurred, thus the instrument could safely be con- 

blackened with camphor smoke to absorb radiations and sidered accurate to one millionth of a degree centigrade. 

so connected with a Wheatstone bridge circuit that the The radiation thermocouple was also employed for much 

absorption of the radiant energy will disturb the bridge ihe same purpose as the bolometer. It works on the prin- 

balance. The beam of radiation impinges on the strip, or ciple discovered by the German physicist, Thomas J. See- 

sometimes the beam is dissolved into a spectrum and the peck When a circuit is formed of two wires of different 

wave length of which the power is to be measured is metals, and one of their junction points is raised to a 
allowed to fall on the strip, and thus raises the tempera- higher temperature than the other, an e.m.f is produced 

ture of the material by the conversion of the radiant ener- hich will cause a current to flow in the circuit. This 

gy into heat. This rise of temperature produces an in- current is measured by a sensitive current galvanometer so 

crease of electrical resistance and since the bolometer strip constructed that even without shielding the earth’s mag- 

is enclosed in a sensitive Wheatstone bridge this change etic field variations will have little effect. Mr. Wm. 

of resistance may be measured. Hoover, while connected with the Smithsonian Institute, 

An extremely accurate mathematical expression has been Washington, D. C., constructed such an arrangement of 

developed that gives the relation between resistance and a thermocouple and a static galvanometer which was 

temperature for moderate ranges of temperature from 0 capable of measuring currents of one ten millionth of an 

to 100 degrees centigrade: ie. Re=R[1-—-a.(ts—t)], ampere. Using this system with special filters to select the 

where R. is the resistance at t. and a. is the temp2rature desired wave length, Mr. Hoover observed in the spectrum 

coefficient at that temperature. It can be seen that it is pos- of Vega deflections of 20 mm. on the scale of 5 meters. 

sible to calibrate the resistance dials or deflection instru- In 1928, C. G. Abbot attempted to measure the distri- 

ment directly into temperature readings. It is obvious that bution of radiant energy in the spectrum of some of the 

a thermometer could not be used to measure these extreme- brighter stars by a delicate radiometer system which he 

ly small amounts of heat, but electrical resistance measure- constructed himself. The total weight of the instrument 

ments can be made with extreme accuracy. It is possible was approximately 0.9 milligram. The vanes were made 

to measure a change of resistance of | in a million and out of the wings of a house fly and each vane was com- 

with very sensitive measurements, using modified circuits, posed of a blackened front lamina and two separated 

even smaller changes can be detected. The change of laminae in its rear. They were about 0.4 mm. wide, 1.0 

electrical resistance of pure metallic conductors is rather mm. tall, and spaced about 1.2 mm. between centers. The 

large. For platinum there is about 37 per cent change entire system was suspended by a quartz fiber approxi- 

between 0 and 100 degrees centigrade. This means that mately 6 inches long. This fiber was so fine that the upper 

1 degree centigrade produces a resistance change of about end of it could be twisted 45 times before any turning 

037 per cent: Thus ia change of one millionth would could be visibly detected at the vanes. The vanes were 
correspond to a temperature rise of 0.00027 degrees centi- : . 

grade. With maximum possible sensitivity, the instrument suspended in an optically ground quartz tube and sur- 

will measure changes in temperature as small as one rounded by hydrogen gas at a pressure of 0.23 mm. of 

millionth of a degree centigrade, mercury. When first tested the instrument had a complete 

The bolometer used by Dr. Langley at the Astrophysical period of 24 seconds, but when Mr. Abbot cleaned the 

Observatory at Mount Wilson was used in conjunction quartz tube with alcohol and a chamois skin in order to 

with a galvanometer having a scale of about 1.5 meters (please turn to page 33) 
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Ou From Davy Jones 
by Alvin Pierce ¢’49 . 

§BRBOUNDING the land masses of the earth and be- the continental shelf has already begun. Off the coasts of 
neath the marginal, shallow waters lies a sea floor which Texas, Louisiana, Florida and California, extensive geo- 

is known as the continental shelf. physical surveys have been carried out, and numerous 

This submerged plain which fringes the continents is of wells have alneaiiy- heen dnilled intonontinental shelf sedis 
interest to the geologist as well as the geographer—in fact, . 

to everyone in a world dependent upon oil. Our knowl- One such survey conducted off the Gulf Coast a year 

edge of the geologic character of the continental shelf ago, the largest to be undertaken to date, entailed the co- 
makes it reasonable to believe that beneath it may be con- operation of several of the country’s largest oil producers 
cealed the greatest petroleum resources yet to be en- and cost over half a million dollars. 
countered. 

Approximately 80,000 square miles of the continental 
The continental shelf is really part of a larger earth .pelf are being explored in the vicinity of the Bahama 

feature; it is the outer, or seaward, portion of the shelving Télands: Employing airplanes for the project, 8 months of 

plain which forms the solid surface extending from the flying time have been required to complete the project. A 
continental heights to the oceanic depths. The inland, pc.3 has been employed to fly over the area in parallel 
upper edge of this plain, at an elevation of about 600 feet courses at spacings of two miles. The latest Shoran radar 
above the mean level of waters bounding the shores of equipment has been installed in the plane to enable the 
the U.S., marks the mean level of the land-and-water sur- pilot: to hold ‘his course to’ within a few hundred feat-of 

face of the globe; its lower edge, at an elevation of about that prescribed. 

600 feet below sea ievel, marks the beginning of the steep 

descent along the surface designated as the continental Employing a magnetometer, the method of mapping the 
slope, into the deep oceanic basins proper. Beneath the earth’s surface involves plotting the variations in the 

dry land portion of this plain are situated the natural res- earth’s field. Mounted in a bomb-shaped housing, the in- 
ervoirs from which has come the bulk of all petroleum  strument is towed by cable 60 to 100 feet below the plane. 
the world has consumed in the past, together with those The recording instrument carried in the plane is mounted 
reservoirs which contain an even larger proportion of our so that it is not affected by the vibrations encountered in 
proved petroleum reserves. However, it is the author’s flight. It is reported to be capable of accurately record- 
intention to be concerned here with the prospects for petro- ing in any position with the exception of complete inver- 
leum under the adjacent submerged portion of the plain. sion, in which the ink would spill from the pen. A strip 

Preliminary exploitation of the petroleum resources of chart is employed to record variations in the earth’s field. 

Oo. ° 
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An oil-drilling rig mounted — —* H H — 
on a barge on the Mississippi s bch se : 

delta in Louisiana. By means of “sie ¥ ea on 

this system wells can be drilled . Seo ett tteomes 

as deep as 12,000 feet. Exten- metal gO « Bee i i ; © 

sive use is made of this system fe | \ ha 

in oceanic drilling. Much oil : _ &§ — 

which would be ordinarily un- ee : - 4 

available can then be pumped. a2 2 2 s oo 

“cr “ _ Ff o—* 

er Ee ~ 
——— ae 5 

Cn acl 

Petroleum is already being produced from the conti- water (Fig. 2). A third method is to build an artificial 

nental shelf adjacent to California, Texas and Louisi- island in the water from which one or more wells may be 
J 

y 

ana. In search for oil on the land, operations have taken drilled (Fig. 3). Another way is to anchor securely a 

explorers from one region to another and eventually to barge of a type investigated by the War Department as a 

the seacoasts. Although it is perfectly clear that petroleum ossible mid-ocean landing field so that the platform would 
& Pi Dy P Pp & P 

resources do not stop at the water’s edge, drilling has been be supported above the maximum height of waves by a 
P 4 & PP’ g y 

limited to areas adjacent to the coastline. group of huge caissons floating below wave action. Oil 

Up to this point the geo-physicists have been able: to operations would be carried on from the platform (Fig. 4). 

P P geo: PRY . Although drilling under water is increasing, particularly 

make surveys of the strata underlying the land surfaces of 
a 

: : along the Gulf Coast, and more and more ocean drilling 

the earth and to a certain extent the area lying under cover ve expected, drilling has not so far been attempted in mo 
cted, so far been attempted in more 

of water, but their instruments locate only the underground E c a P 
. ; . than 60 feet of water. Petroleum engineers are now study- 

structure; and from their study, locations are determined 3 : ¥ ili . 

where oil is likely to occur. But the ensuing phase in- ing methods which will permit dri ling operations at greater 

1 ld in : te » basi depths. From land positions, holes have been drilled about 

volves actual drilling operation on a “cut and try” basis. 51, ites in depth. 

This procedure involves a multitude of costly investments 

into which oil companies have put millions of dollars. B Another method, which reminds one of the Sunday 
P P y 

y 

analogy, this same procedure can be applied to exploration Supplement, visualizes the excavation of tunnels from the 

for oil under the ocean floor. However, it is obvious; the shore through the ocean floor to vicinity of oil sands. 

cost of drilling operations will be far in excess of that per- Wells drilled from the tunnels into the sands would per- 

taining to land operations by virtue of the inaccessibility mit the oil to flow into pipelines traversin: the tunnels 

g Pp Y Y PIp gs 

of the potential underwater reservoirs. landward. Equally nonfeasible, it seems, is the suggestion 

Four methods of drilling under water can be used for that the aid of a type of huge diving bell, large enough 

: aye ee to contain a derrick and drilli ig, b listed. 

obtaining oil from these reservoirs. The first is directional 8 Contain a Cerrise: an eUng Eigy Pe veh ed 

drilling (Fig. 1), in which the drilling is started on the The methods suggested of producing oil from the conti- 

shore with the bottom of the hole a mile or more distant  nental shelf are so costly they would be considered on a 

under the adjacent waters. A second method widely used large scale only should oil need become so imperative as 
J 8 P 

along the California coast is to build piers out into the to make producing cost a secondary consideration. 
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| N by John Ashenbrucker e49 & Don Dowling e’49 

SSS 

TRIANGLE AIEE AD oat ae, 
Proud as punch of the recently Members of AIEE met on Tues- ae rae a 

installed beer tap, Dick Wilson dis- day evening, March 2, in the Me- ] i e 2 Sk Lo 
pensed the beverages at a hard-times chanical Engineering building. Mr. q i eK i NI 
party held at the Triangle house on F. H. Roby, Assistant Sales Man- i UN ~/, ee Pa. 
Saturday evening, March 20. The ager of the Square “D” Company cata 3 ae ae 
new tap has very fine cooling coils of Milwaukee, spoke on “New Con- j fl _ ae Oat . ia | 
which condense the foam and allow trol Systems for High Speed Gun Cal i tl a} fy &: Peas a ; 
only liquid beer to flow when the Welders.” a a at a ye ee ! 
handle is pushed forward, while a Mr. Roby discussed the engineer- Photo by Dick McKeon e’51 
throttling valve puts the head on ing considerations involved in the This famous relic of who-knows-what 
the glass when the tap-handle is design of a rather intricate motor- ie fang ae from she lobby ‘of 
pulled back. Now if somebody driven timer and high-speed syncro- irreverently referred to as the “Damocles 
would only invent a better mouse- break contactor which makes up the Dirt-Dobbler.” 
trap. control system. CLEAN-UP 
TRE Speaking to a combined Madison Tradition took another kick in 

The newly organized student Ra- and Student Section of AIEE, Mr. the slats when the old Navy biplane 
dio Engineering society has elected Englehart of the Milwaukee Electric that hung for so many years in the 
the following officers: Company and writer of the Redi- lobby of the M.E. building was “Cut 

Chairman—R. K. Ausbourne Kilowatt program (WTMJ in Mil- down and hauled away to the mill.” 
Vice-Chairman—C. E. Fordham waukee), gave a lively illustrated Hanging precariously overhead as 
Secretary—Charles Cheney talk entitled “What Is Hidden Un- it did for so many years, one can 
A committee for handling the de- der the Bushel?” Mr. Englehart safely say that half the engineers 

tails of organizing the section and brought out the lighting problems who graduated in the last decade re- 
a membership committee have also of an average individual from youth ceived their first impression of the 
been chosen. to old age. power of mechanics as they medi- 

Whiskers! Apparently Uncle Ezra just cracked a funny. tated over the two thin cables hold- 
ing the plane to the ceiling. In line 

. with streamlining the building and 
a ~~ ee creating more space for new equip- 

€.. & bs wo we J oa a > = “ he ment, both the radial-engine Navy 
yy Pel . ion Foe Sede af, i : relic and the P-51 airplane in the 

he % 3 J ‘ Et hoP Oe OD ye het Heat Power lab were dismantled and 
ig ; cA a a Be Ses ; * Gy a : ah J \¢ removed. 

oe : | i Y Poel Cy | em MINING CLUB a ay a es pf M14 mc) ay The Mining Club held its last 
fe ; : £4 9 i . \ ve ee meeting on March 3, 1948, in the 
BS _ He a / Ea As é M&M Building. The main event of 

b wat ‘ =~. Set = J | ee the evening was a talk by Mr. T. F. 
co Ye itt » a mal a id ie Pi Plimpton, Superintendent of the 
ro an sal ~~ | ‘A Blast Furnace Operation at Inland 
j=, — ; _ | : Steel Corporation, Chicago. He 
i a | a : {i- , , | iy i} eT ( spoke on various phases in the oper- 
las, Mee iy et A dt : ation of the blast furnace. The meet- 
EN eG (2 a.’ YS \ " E i. — j ing was concluded with doughnuts 
ao 2 oe a ong and coffee. (please tun to page 38) 
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by J. J. Kunes e’48 

Of all the engineering graduates consin and now holds the rank of neer” last .semester) and Robert 

who have left these halls of learn- Assistant Professor. Flugum are with Westinghouse in 

ing, a few have returned to pass on ; Pittsburgh. Harris A. Childs is with 

to other students the benefits of J.B. Hafsteom: (37) eettietied a the General Electric Co. in Schenec- 

‘ ‘ the campus last fall as Assistant 
their experience and knowledge. : : . tady. Arthur W. Baebler has ac- 

de Professor of Electrical Engineering. 5 5 5 5 

Some of these names are familiar oe ; cepted a position with Illinois 

: ‘ 5 4 After receiving his degree here he fee 
to every Wisconsin engineering . : Northern Utilities Co. G. O. Gerth, 

: worked with General Electric for : ‘ fice as 

alumnus; others are comparatively . also interested in utilities, joined the 

* : three years, becoming a manufac- 4 : 

new here. Starting this month, we . a the | divisi Otter Tail Power Co. of Fergus 

are presenting thumbnail sketches of turing engineer in the ‘amp Iviston. Falls, Minn. Those casting their lot 

some of Ye Olde Badgers who have From 1940 to 1942 he was an in- with the big oil companies include 

aa , structor at Iowa College while work- e E ie 
returned to their olde stamping ; . . Morton G. Spooner, Standard Oil 

grounds and now preside as profes ing for his master’s degree. Sitce of Indiana, Whiting, and W. F. Net 

sors. 1942 he had been working for the zel, Carter Oil Co., Tulsa. George 

_ FE — government: P. Yount has settled in Cincinnati, 

We HY Se ck C. B. Bradish (’12) was recently with Procter and Gamble Co. 

Lage? . ah (or) da . named manager of engineering for Some still like the blissful state 

ant 4 "Fae be ‘ th Ee the General Electric Co., Schenec- of Wisconsin, however, and have 

ne “hi © ae peen one Stal tady. He joined G. E. upon gradu- lodged in Milwaukee. They include 

singe; hisigraduatlon: ation in 1912 and had attained the Henry F. Blank, Louis Allis Co., 

John R. Price (705) worked with position of designing engineer in Dean Morril, Line Material Co., and 

General Electric for a year follow- the industrial control department. Ralph H. Wey, with Oil Gear Co. 

ne his eee returned to Philip S. Biegler (’05), professor — ME — 

i € at El fo eae © 3s now ed emeritus of electrical engineering at Mechanical Bad Al » wh 

fessor o ectrical Engineering, an the University of Southern Califor- c anica ne dees uma . 10 

is the representative from the EE nia, died recently. He received the es a in : ruary an ji “i 

department on the “New Engineer- degree of Electrical Engineer from places o emp oyment are liste 

ing Building” committee. here in 1915 and in 1916 his MS. herein. Old Alumni, for the latest 

Ralph R. Benedict (’25, M’26), from the University of Illinois. He ae — on conditions in the old 

now Associate Professor, did two has held many positions since then, ma . ater Sontart nese new 

f h fell hi ineladine: teachi t I alumni who may be working in the 

years of researc on fellowships g teaching posts at lowa t office: 

after he received his degree, also State, Purdue, Montana State, Tlli- EXtIOMICS 

some work at General Electric and nois, Washington State, and South- R. J. Gains and S. E. Weidler are 

at the Allen Bradley Co. He is co- ern California. He was named act- working for General Electric—Gains 

author with H. A. Maxfield of a ing dean of the College of Engi- at Erie, Pa., and Weidler at Sche- 

book, “Theory of Gaseous Conduc- neering of the University of South- nectady. D. W. Widmer has moved 

tion,” published in 1941. ern California in 1928, and dean in to Akron and the Firestone Tire 

John Weber (30, M’39) worked 1930. In 1947 he retired. He was and Rubber Co. 

for General Electric apes, geadae- very active in and a member of nu- Two of the fellows like Madison 

tion, then did graduate work at mere honorary and. professional so well they have decided to stay 

MIT. He worked for Square D in societies. From 1929 to 1936 and here. Leo Reynolds is at the Gisholt 

the Industrial Controller Division, also: 1940 to el ne served arma shes Machine Co., and R. P. Scovill is 

Commonwealth and Southern, and IEE, education womimnstte’: working for Oscar Mayer & Co. 
he B € Shi £ th N New Badger graduates have scat- 

ne ukeas “'B Ips " fhe hae tered far and wide in the engineer- O. Lee Wakeman is with Procter 

a Ue fie een ing field. According to available and Gamble in Cincinnati, and Wil- 

ee he tall L. Oe eal statistics, here are the spots where liam K. De Haven is in Barberton, 

i ai ea fa i “ “Na Et endl some of the February grads have em working for Babcock and 

scho ining for the va . ileox: 

Army Air Cadets enrolled there. In lensiee: Milwaukee claims the largest 

March, 1946, he returned to Wis- Emil Kasum (editor of the “Engi- (please turn to page 25) 
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Research in Miniature 
by James E, Wille che ’50 . 

PPe4CONaAL distillation has been used as a tool of of the column. This condenser is of the cold-finger type 
research for the last century, but the problem of sam- and has a sloping seal which directs the condensed material 

ple size has long been hindering its more extensive use. to a dripper in contact with the take-off tube. The opening 
Investigations of various reactions carried out in labora- for the rotating shaft is made large enough so that the 
tory sized reactors quite often require distillation of small condensed material will not return down the rotating shaft 
quantities of samples before the results of the tests can be to the column. 
evaluated. The usual volume available is generally in the When cuts of the overhead material need not be saved, 
range of two to ten milliliters. Until recently, there was a small pipette, sealed at its bottom graduation, is used as 
no still on the market capable of handling this size sample a receiver. A method has also been devised for changing 
with any efficiency. A large hold-up and a low boil-up the receivers while preserving the vacuum. A vacuum cup 
tolerance were the results of any attempts to work in this with a movable internal section is employed. The receivers 
range. . are placed in the cup, and as the cut is to be changed, the 

However, the Piros-Glover Micro-Still has at last offered receivers are rotated beneath the take-off tube. This 
a solution to this problem. This still is capable of pro- arrangement allows as many as fourteen samples to be 
viding precise fractionation of samples as small as two taken without breaking the seal. 
milliliters with plate values of better than one hundred. 
This is accomplished by using a “wetted wall” effect pro- CONTROLLED RADIATION 

cued Byatt ateene POrsEing tasidle fhe frachionating col: The fractionating tube, condensing sections, and take- umn. The rotating element in the micro-still is a long, : . ; . 
flattened helical coil made of nichrome wire. The coil is off line are enclosed as a vacuum, jacket. This column is 5 silvered to minimize radiation losses. To compensate for attached to a tungsten rod which runs to the chuck of a . . . i losses through the jacket, an external heating system is variable - speed. motor. A gasket constructed of teflon, . . . . fiers d hydrocarbon, is used as a rotary seal to pre. provided. This consists of a nichrome ribbon wound a NMuorinate y' ’. y Pp . . % 1 1 sééve the vacuum in the still. around the jacket, wrapped with a thin layer of glass wool. 

The still-pot is a pea shaped container having a ten milli- 
CONTROLLED CONDENSATION liter capacity. Heat for the pot is supplied by a small 

radiant heater made of nichrome wire. The glass form 
A straight- tube primary condenser provides the re- which holds the heater coil is held against the bottom of 

quired reflux and offers a means of control of the rate of the pot by a spring. This spring rests on the bottom of a 
vapor condensation. Compressed air is used as a cooling strip-silvered vacuum jacket which encloses the entire still- 
medium in this condenset, and by regulating the rate of pot assembly. 
flow of this air, the amount of vapors allowed to pass A constant heat input to the column is a necessity 1n 
through the condenser to the cold-finger condenser above micro-distillation, and to provide this, a regulated voltage 
is controlled. Since the pressure in the laboratory air sys- supply is used. The input voltage to the pot heater is re- 
tem usually fluctuates somewhat, it is decreased to twenty- duced to thirty volts by a Variac. This voltage is further 
one pounds per square inch before passing to a small controlled by a second Variac which ranges the supply 
needle valve by which the air supply to the condenser is from one to thirty volts. 
regulated. One of these micro-stills has recently been granted to 

Two thermocouples are placed in the primary condenser the Chemical Engineering department by the Sinclair Re- 
to measure the overhead vapor temperature. One couple fining Company, where the still was originally developed. 
is placed near the end of the wall to measure true vapor It is being used for purification of small samples from 
temperature, while the other is placed a little above the laboratory reactors and analysis of the products. Work- 
air jacket around the primary condenser. This couple ing at very slight vacuum and under comparatively low 
serves to indicate when vapor starts to pass through the temperature conditions, this still produces amazingly quick 
primary condenser and thus serves as a guide in the regu- and precise results. The efficiency tests show that it has 
lation of the air flow. efficiency as high as the larger stills, while enabling the 

The vapors which pass by the primary condenser are chemist to work with the small amount of material avail- 
precipitated on a water cooled total condenser at the top able to him for analysis. 
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by Michael Maier MS’49 

‘;H= ARTICLE is presented to give the engineering | description of the invention, which explains the drawings, 
student an understanding of some of the basic prin- and a set of claims which describe the limits of the inven- 

ciples of patent law. It should be realized that a brief tion. 
treatment uch as this must Besa be si to ~ WHAT IS PATENTABLE? 

eralities in but a few phases of the patent field. It is the . . 
as P ‘ P ‘ The patent laws provide that any person who has in- 

earnest conviction of the writer that an understanding of : : 
Ba pealflond s vented or discovered any new and useful art, machine, 

these basic principles will be an asset of great value to the ne 
. : : . manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and 

engineer, the man who, in most instances, is employed to . 
we : . , useful improvements thereof, or any new and useful and 

do the type of thinking which results in patentable inven- : . . 
5 ornamental design for articles of manufacture or who has 

tions. : : ‘ 
invented or discovered and asexually reproduced any dis- 

The foundation for our patent system is the Constitu- tinct and new variety of plant, other than a tuber propa- 

tion of the United States which directs Congress: gated plant may obtain a patent therefor. This statement 
is a general answer to the question; however, a considera- 

« ‘ 5 ; i 
To promote the Progress of Science and useful tion of the terms in that statement as defined and applied 

Arts, by securing for limited Time to Authors and by the patent tribunals will serve to clarify that answer. 
Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Los . : os 

a * 59 8 P The word “machine” needs little explanation; suffice it 
Writings and Discoveries. —— 1k * 

to say that a machine is an association of elements which 

Congress has accordingly passed legislation from time to have an inherent law of operation. An article of manufac- 

time which empowers the Commissioner of Patents to issue ture differs from a machine in that it possesses no inherent 

to the original and first inventor of some new and useful law of operation; it can be said to be any tangible, man- 
invention a patent which is good for seventeen years from made object which is not a machine, design or composition 

the date of issuance. of matter. Early decisions indicated that an article of 

manufacture had to be made in a factory; however, it is 

interesting to note that the courts have since sustained pat- 
WHAT IS A PATENT? © as 3 3 P 

ents on buildings and bridges as articles of manufacture. 

/ The ovine ° the ae system are ‘° encourage inven- The term “composition of matter” is said to be a chemi- 

a and to but d up the body of ag te noe The cal or physical union of two or more ingredients which 

mm sauale te ta, wean which is ie grant of a imited produce a new and homogeneous mass. Thus it includes 

haras y the sOvernment to a e Inventor’ In re both chemical compounds and mechanical mixtures wheth- 

or disc aon of is invention. Te is not a grant of a right er they be fluids, powders or solids. Accordingly, the court 

to — ‘eete fa € "walneal is the grant of a right to sustained a patent on a mixture of a certain percentage of 

Aa _ ex a ic. i ate the vention soft uncured cheese with another percentage of hard cured 
cone the wae ie a Ens: IRVEREOR, 9) @ device can Ppre- cheese. It has also been held that a change of purity 
voy the he aces . an improvement f. ich can be used which produces a new result makes a substance patentable 
only on the origina inventor's device from using, selling 2. 2 new composition of matter. 

or making the original invention. The value of the patent 

on the improvement is that the inventor of the improve- L 1& An improvement necessarily requires 

ment can prevent anyone, even the inventor of the original bo Re eer the existence of something to be im- 

device, from using, selling or making the improvement. |=" Ly =" | proved; it is an addition to or an altera- 

So that an inventor may exclude others from using, selling [/~-CX=-*""| tion of some existing means which in- 

or making his invention, the patent laws provide for suit [ 1 ote | creases its efficiency without destroying 

again infringers in the Federal Courts. a. _____| its identity. 

‘ s in the law, a design must pertain to an article 
A patent is also considered a contract between the gov- Pi a int aa ? ‘ 8 ee b if 

: + + manufacture and must be ornamental to be patentable. 
ernment and the inventor. The consideration on the part * ‘heat ve, based d P ii 

: . 7 sos : ‘ ent 1 ase: nm appearance and not utility. 
of the inventor is disclosure of his invention; the consid- cesigm (pat © 48 Based, on BPP! Py 

: : This does not mean a design patent cannot be obtained eration on the part of the government is the grant of a ° : ae : 
Sy i : : on an article which possesses utility if the design appeals 

monopoly in the invention for seventeen yeats. S, ‘ 4 J % 
to the esthetic taste. A small change in design is not suffi- 

Physically, a patent consists of the grant from the gov- cient to avoid infringement of a design patent. The test 

ernment, drawings of the invention, the specification or of infringement is whether or not, in the eye of an ordinary 
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: eo 8 
=. ce Michael W. Maier, B.S. ’44, now a senior in the 

2 — ~~ School of Law, also expects to receive his master’s 
a q Bi: from the School of Mechanical Engineering in 

yt a Le June, 1949. While an undergraduate, “Mike” was 
< a. wee . one of the first three to receive the John Morse 

* " oe 3 yp scholarship. This was in 1943. Since then he has 
_ J es _ served in the Navy in the Naval Research Labora- 

7 oe oe tory in Washington, D. C., where his specific inter- 
: i - est was in anti-vibration equipment for naval air- 

: _ : craft. After his discharge in 1946, Mike waited un- 
ae . til the fall of 1947 to re-enter school in pursuit of 
. his advanced degrees. 

observer giving such attention as a purchaser usually does, emphasized that there is no fixed test but that the decision 
two designs are substantially the same. of the presence or absence of invention is a matter of 
Though not specifically mentioned in the law, mechani- judgment in any given case. Of recent years, the “flash of 

cal and chemical processes are held to be patentable. The genius” test has been brought forth. This is but another 
courts have achieved this result by saying that a process is expression of a standard of invention and has been held 
an “art” in the patent law. A process has been defined as to be no different from the “man skilled in the art” test. 
a mode of treatment of certain materials to produce a It is interesting to note that the standard of invention has 
given result. For example, patents have been granted for been raised by the courts in recent years by stricter appli- 
a new process employed to purify flour. The machine ele- cation of the “man skilled in the art” test. It has been 
ments used to perform the process need not be new or estimated that between 80 and 90 per cent of the patents 
patentable; the process of itself is patentable if it produces litigated in recent years have been invalidated for lack 
a new and useful result. of invention. 

With the exception of the design patent, utility is a requi- The following negative tests of invention have been 
site of patentability. The word “useful” as used in the law _ stated by the courts: Mere change in size or degree, a mere 
means that the invention must be useful to society; it must omission of elements, a mere substitution of equivalents, 
not be injurious to the morals, health or good order of a mere change of location of a part, and a mere new use 
society. Accordingly, a gambling machine has been held have been held to be non-patentable. Merely making a 
not useful; but a new game similar to shuffleboard has device portable or adjustable has also been held to be non- 
been held patentable as possessing the necessary utility. patentable. A mere aggregation of old elements is not 
In general, it can be said that all that is necessary is that patentable. An aggregation is distinguished from a com- 
the invention possess some utility. bination which is patentable. An aggregation consists of 

old elements working together to produce an old result, 
INVENTION AND DISCOVERY . while a combination may consist of old elements working Invention or discovery is a requisite of patentability. together to produce a new result. 

Invention requires mental effort, the recognition of a There are factors which the courts consider as persuasive 
problem or need and solution of the problem or satisfac- evidence of invention. This is especially true when the tion of the need. Discovery requires similar mental effort; question of invention is in doubt. Thus the failure of 
however, those discoveries which are the result of accident many others in the field to produce the invention, and the 

or chance are judged for patentability only from the stand- failure of others over a long period of time to produce the 
point of novelty and value. . invention, often swing the balance in favor of patentability. There is no statute which provides a test of invention. General adoption of an invention by an industry or re- 
It is up to the courts and the patent office in each particu- placement of something previously employed are also 
lar case to decide the question of invention. The courts weighty evidence of patentability. The achievement of a 

and patent office have applied the general rule that an substantial increase in speed and volume of production or 
invention is a new display of ingenuity beyond the skill of substantial economy are also deciding factors in favor of the average man skilled in the art. This is but the of patentability. 
expression of a standard of invention, and it should be (please turn to page 40) 
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Modern Heating Practi 
Edited by R. W. Hucker e’49 from a paper by E. Allen Smart M.S’48 

H AVE you been day dreaming with your best girl friend The enjoyment of living for the occupants is increased 
lately? If you have, chances are these dreams have by better light, and the psychological and health factors 

included that little cottage that most of us hope to build of being able to see the seasonal colors and growing things 

some day. Perhaps they were low, sleek buildings with out-of-doors during all seasons. : 

large window areas—the so-called solar type homes. The 
ai : ¥P aye HEATING WITH CONVECTORS 

popularity of these homes has increased many fold within ; j 5 
j Steam heating systems using convectors, either concealed the last few years, consequently many new types of heating . . : 

: : or cabinet type, are becoming more prevalent in modern 
systems have been evolved especially adapted to this type . : ; 
Lame home heating systems for several reasons. Their main 
ome. 3 ‘ 3 4 : 
M f élhece heati : \ advantage over radiators is the large difference in weight 

ABY: whe — a verde are oad value a © between convectors and radiators for the same heat out- 

ments at be cating elrect 0 the sun. Four of these sys- put. Furthermore, the convectors can be of the “hidden” 
tems wm pe discussed here. _They ve forced hot water type that can be recessed in walls and be invisible to the 
with convectors, radiant heating panels in the ceiling, re- Seep 
versed refrigeration cycle (heat pump), and forced hot air 

using electricity for heating. 

The solar type building uses large window areas ex- 
Removable outlet 

posed to the sun on southern exposures to take advantage aie grille 

of the solar radiation of the sun during the winter months. 3 

The sun’s infra-red rays or heat carriers pass through the Danpors & 

glass on a short wave length, strike objects within the a 
room and are deflected at a longer wave length that will 

not pass out through the glass. oar otras 

insulating 
At the present time no data is available to calculate the | beard 

amount of heat that may be expected to be useful for heat- i 
ing homes in winter. Results of actual experiments do 

. s F . Removable bhse 
show, however, that solar heating is practical and archi- beers Ts 

tects are designing homes with large window areas and | 
: Inlet openin . . 

have no fear of excessive heat losses. Finished floo 

It is true that the total heat loss of any particular build- ! 
ing will be proportionately higher than the same structure Diagrammed is a typical wall convector. 

without the large windows, but several design techniques 

are practiced to offset to some degree this difference. The air enters the convector at the floor level, passes 

. : h the heating element and then is discharged .into One of these techniques is the use of double-paned throug © nearing . 8 
: ‘ the room at the top of the cabinet. The heat output of 

glass areas which has little effect on the amount of radia- 
: the convector may be controlled by dampers at the outlet. 

tion that enters the room but does greatly reduce the heat 7 . 
; : Since the air can only enter the convector at the floor 

transfer out of the room. A second technique is to offset . . 
: level, the colder air of the room that is always at the lower 

the extra window area added on the southern exposure . ; 5 
. * level is being constantly withdrawn from the room and 

by having a somewhat small window area on the exposures . 
5 i heated. The output of the convector is dependent on the 

where rooms that need little light are placed. Also, cur- : : . 
5 c . height of the space above the heating element—this space 

tains are supplied for the large window areas that may be : : ; : 
: S : : acting as a chimney produces a larger air flow with an 

drawn across the window during night-time when all heat * 4 : 
‘ increase in height. 

transfer is out of the room. 

3 ‘ F : RADIANT HEATING 
The three main benefits of solar orientation (the placing 

of the home on a site with respect to compass direction, so As more and more practical experience and better de- 

that the various rooms are correctly related to sun posi- sign procedures are developed in the field of radiant heat- 
tion, wind directions, views, or other desirable surround- ing, this system of home heating is becoming more popu- 

ings) are additional warmth in winter, increased daylight lar. Radiant heating involves use of hot water running 

during all seasons without excessive heat gain during sum- through pipes that are imbedded in the floors, walls or 
mer months, and increased enjoyment to the occupants of Ceilings of the rooms being heated. 

the building. (please turn to page 32) 
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TALAAT YOUSSEF KNUT LOFSTAD 

Talaat Youssef was born in Cairo, Egypt, 25 years ago. From Norway, land of skiers, Knut Lofstad has come 
After his preliminary education he entered Fouad I Uni- to the University of Wisconsin to study engineering. In 
versity in Cairo to study engineering. In 1944 he gradu- addition to his studies he has become a star member of 
ated from Fouad I with a Bachelor of Science degree in the Hoofer Ski Team. Knut was born in Oslo and after 
Mechanical Engineering and went to work for the Egyp- completing high school attended commerce school for one 
tian Civil Aeronautics Board. Talaat was stationed at year. He then became interested in receiving an engineer- 
Almaza Airport near Cairo and worked in conjunction ing education and since the Norwegian Engineering Col- 
with the Misr Airlines (Egyptian Airlines) and the British leges were too crowded he decided to come to the United 
Overseas Airways. His specific duties were the inspection States. Knut arrived in the United States in September, 
of aircraft and the giving of certificates of air-worthiness. 1946, and entered the University of Wisconsin to study 

After a year or so the Egyptian government offered mechanical engineering. He is interested in aeronautics 

i , ’ and internal combustion engines and plans to take several 
Talaat the opportunity for further schooling at their ex- 5 we 

: : courses in these fields before graduation in February, 1949. 
pense. He accepted and came to the United States in 

February, 1946. In March, 1946, Talaat entered the Uni- After graduation Knut will attempt to get permission to 
versity of Michigan to resume his studies. While at Michi- stay in the United States at least another six months dur- 
gan he wrote a thesis on “Preliminary Designs in Automo- ing which time he would like to obtain employment in 
bile Chassis” and received his M.S. in Mechanical Engi- some training program. Following this he intends to re- 
neering in January, 1947. From Michigan Talaat went to turn to Norway. While he is not sure just what type of 
the Ford Motor Company in Detroit where he entered a work he will do, an interest in automobiles will probably 

training program. Although he did not do much actual attract him to that industry. 

work here, Talaat says he moved about to all the various Since Knut has been one of the mainstays of the Hoof- 

departments of the Company and acquired valuable knowl- ers’ Ski Team, a short resume of his activity in this sport 
edge regarding automobile manufacturing techniques. seems appropriate. Knut says he started skiing when he 

While on vacation in the summer of 1947, Talaat made was about four years old, which is not unusual since al- 
a stopover in Madison and contacted some of his Egyptian most everyone skis in Norway. On coming to Wisconsin 
friends who were studying here. After talking to them he immediately joined the Hoofers and has competed in 
and to some of the engineering faculty, he decided to come three intercollegiate events as a member of their ski team. 
to the University of Wisconsin to do some more advanced Last year the Hoofers’ team placed third at a meet at 
work. He left Ford in September, 1947, and came here. Aspen, Colorado, in competition with many of the western 
Talaat has particularly enjoyed the courses he has had in college teams. This past winter the team won a meet at 

(please turn to page 36, col. 1) (please turn to page 36, col. 2) 
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PLEA TO POLYGON CONTEMPORARY TEXTS 

[peers many people are wondering just Engineering students upon graduation are usually well 

what happened during the last St. Pat contest. Frank- acquainted with the recent developments in their fields. 

ly, we are wondering ourselves. Campus politics is a sub- This is a specific advantage which the “new” engineer has 

ject that doesn’t interest most student engineers, but un- to pit against the years of experience which the established, 

fortunately, it does affect them. The unsportsmanlike practicing engineer can boast. It is only logical to assume 

attitudes that were displayed in the recent St. Pat’s cam- that the advantage will disappear after the student has 

paign were quite evident. When a situation reaches the been out of touch with school for a number of years. That 

point where it is no longer cause for praise, the only thing is, it would be logical if it were not for the large number 

left to do is offer suggestive criticism. Just where the of technical publications now available. 

blame lies is hard to say; but a few simple precautions in 

the future could Prevent a recurrence of such bad feelings Technical publications are sponsored by progressive 

as existed during this year’s contees: 1) Have a complet: manufacturing and development companies, as well as by 
set of rules for the events published before the contests : . ss oe : 

. : : - engineering societies and research institutes. Their pur- 

start, and not wait until the selling campaigns are half ‘ 5 + : 
. : pose — in most cases — is to keep the practicing engineer 

completed. 2) Have additional tickets and buttons equally. 33 cue 7 = 
: fi in touch” with progress. Technical publications are ac- 

accessible to all candidates so that each contestant has the ep? : 
. fenich hi ly when he sell tually accomplishing the task which they have set for 

opportunity to replenish his supply when he sells out. themselves. 

However fundamental these rules may appear to be, they 6 . ¢ ion. h : 

were nevertheless practices that were not followed this year. ne must use a certain measure © caution, MOWeyers cit 
consuming the frequently optimistic literature released by 

& with industrial concerns. The purpose here is to create sales. 

The program and dance on March 3 went ° i 4 It is a reasonable practice, and much information is to be 

measured amount of success. The intermission would have  ¢,..44 therein which is highly ¢éliable. Further, icis a'way 

moved along more smoothly had the program been better 5 
. . : or the company to announce that some new product or a 

organized, but the receptive mood of the audience over- ‘ 
- : refinement of a product is now on the market. 

looked any shortcomings on that score. Tom Smith, E.E. 

candidate, took a close race with Bill Meyer, Miner, for . ; / 

the St. Pat cup. Fifteen slipstick-toters with courage enough This is all very valuable to the design engineer and the 

to defy custom vied with each other for the dubious honor product planners, but the same information from another 

of having the best beard. Jerome Marquardt, Ch.E. 1, source will be given more weight. This, too, is open to 

with a beautiful crop of whiskers, caught the eyes of the question unless presented by an entirely unprejudiced 

Badger beauties judging this event. Glen Wesenberg, group. The most admirable examples of the latter are the 

Ch.E. 3, took second place. Some silly stoop named John engineering society monthly magazines. Here, then, is an- 

Ashenbrucker won a consolation prize by adding hair to other major advantage of membership in such groups as 

his beard, thus giving him the appearance of a horse AIEE, AIChE, ASME, ASCE, etc. Each month the mem- 

walking around backwards, and an unknown Irishman ber is presented with his contemporary textbook of recent 

with green eyebrows also placed for a $5.00 gift certificate advances in his field. This is an aspect which should not 

from the Co-op. be overlooked when deciding—‘Should I join?” 

J.A, R.J.M. 
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N-T-A-T-I-C 
; by Chuck Strasse e’49 

Hang onto your hats, here we go again. Due to the fact Mech. 53 quiz: 
that spring is here, you will notice a few more poems. What are the different types of plaster? 

* & #F Plaster of Paris. 
She laid a pale and still white form Wall plaster. 
Beside the others there, Hard finish plaster. 
And then her anguished, piercing shrieks Mustard plaster. 
Rang through the silent air. Corn plaster. 
With still another mournful wail x # 
She turned upon one leg. Watch for a new writer in this column. Her name is 
Tomorrow she’ll be back again Yo-Yo, tele. no. G. 3.14159, address 32.2 E. Langdon. 
And lay another egg. The following is a taste of what you can expect. 

Spring is the time when a young man’s fancy turns, As the Indian said when his third wife died, “This is 
and so does his head. the last squaw ” 

* * * 
* * ok 

Prof.: “So you finally came back to class. What was If all the sleepers in physics 55 lecture were put end 
the trouble?” to end——they would be more comfortable. 

Flatbush Engineer: “I had a cold in de-troit.” KF 
Prof.: “Well, what were you doing in Michigan any- Prof.: “You missed class yesterday, didn’t you?” 

way?” Stu.: “No, not in the least.” 

A slide rule is an instrument for getting answers correct A half breed is some one with a code in one nostril. 
to the first three places, such as 2 X 44 is 8.80. x £  OF 

a OF Under the mellow April moon the pretty co-ed sat, 
“Why do you call your girl pork chop?” And sat and sat and sat and sat, 
“Cause she costs more every time I see her.” While her boy friend fixed the flat. 

kk Ok kk Ok 
“Why is insulation put on wires?” Slam on the brakes, head for the ditch, the man of 
“To keep the birds from picking off the currents.” distinction is driving. 

Said the Ohm to the Amp.: “Wire you so revolting?” Mech. problem: 
A 21-year-old, blonde, blue-eyed co-ed is walking down 

State street at 2.5 mph at 7:30 PM. How long will it take 
2 her to go from the square to Park street? 

| > Ans.: 3 hrs. (There are five bars on the way and it’s 
cee a: con a 10:30 night. pos) sel oe) 7B x 

@ 4 & BN Spring is here, 
\ RNG a A Is ey The grass has riz. = Exe es Ca LEN (an Wonder what 
ee a Lie | My six weeks’ average is? 

DP NT | er * + # i yy MY ‘y i a Fe ; ean Alcoholics Anonymous are expecting 20,000 new mem- an! iq Wary Rowe | Bee) bers in 1948. Remarkably close to our enrollment. =A A ale aI kok Ok 
) rt ) IN ; An engineer was late arriving at a tennis match. After aaa rs — ‘i a few minutes he said to the fellow next to him, “Whose 

aia game?” The voice belonging to the sweet young thing 
behind him answered, “I am.” 

Er, uh, Myrtle. Maybe if we tried a penny in the fuse... (please turn to page 35) 
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~ Seience Highlights 
by Robert Johnson e’50 

IDEAL STANDARD To keep his charges healthy, The instrument, known as the “ana- 
OF LENGTH Director Bean decided to heat the lytical mass spectrometer,” is so sen- 

The most precise standard of sand in his swamp to an 80° F. tem- sitive that it can detect traces of one 
length yet devised by man is a light perature with a soil-heating cable. gas so minute that they represent 
wave produced by mercury made The cable was laid in sinuous loops only 1 part in 100,000 parts of an- 
by neutron bombardment of gold. in the area surrounding the pool other gas. 
The unit is a single wave of green and covered with sand and rocks to Formerly confined to laboratory 
light issued from an isotope of mer- create the proper atmosphere. The research work, it has been designed 
cury with an atomic weight of 198. cable is made of Nichrome wire, for commercial use by General Elec- 
The present legal standard is a me- insulated with asbestos, varnished tric. C. M. Foust reports that the 

ter bar kept in the vaults of the Na- cambric, and coated with a lead analytical mass spectrometer requires 
tional Bureau of Standards. covering. but one-tenth the time needed by 

The process was developed at the Thermostatically controlled, the ordinary methods of chemical analy- 
University of California and Dr. long heating cable maintains a cozy sis. 

William F. Meggers of the Bureau temperature of 80° F. Judging from The compound to be analyzed is 
of Standards perfected the measure- _all reports, Dr. Bean’s reptiles now introduced into an ionization cham- 
ments. Dr. E. U. Condon, director bask contentedly in their electrically ber where its molecular components 
of the Bureau, announced that the heated swamp, suffer little sickness, are given electric charges. The mole- 

measurements based on the mer- and pass the long winters in much cules are then accelerated through 
cury green light wave, which is 21 the same fashion they did in the old a magnetic field; and because the 

millionths of an inch long, will country. heavier molecules are deflected less 
make possible length determinations PORCELAIN than the lighter ones, the particles 
precise to one part of 100 million. FOR TURBINE BLADES ae spread across the collector plate 

The advantage of a light wave in a molecular spectrum according 
standard over a physical standard is The use oe seieociony peseziais to their weights. 

ie is @ - as a material for the blades of the 

reproducible. Cadmism red radig, _ earbines in eabowjet powerplants ig SUNSPOTS AND RADIO 
tion had been provisionally adopted a promising possibility. Science With sunspots staging what is 
in 1927 as a wave length standard, News Letter reports that R. F. Geller probably their greatest activity for 
but the new mercury radiation is a of the National Bureau of Standards three centuries, radio communica- 
more nearly perfect monochromatic has pointed out that porcelains tions are experiencing abnormal 
light. Because the mercury does not have been found which can replace transmission conditions. Frequen- 
need the special heating equipment metallic alloys at temperatures above cies in the 50 megacycle band have 
that cadmium does, it may be pos- 1,500° F. been crossing continents and oceans 
sible in the near future for any lab- He explained that at high tem- with unheard of clarity. All this 
oratory to have this easily repro- peratures a porcelain blade with a comes about with the increase in 
ducible basic standard of length. tensile strength of 17,000 psi. would ionizing radiation from the sun con- 
ALLIGATOR “SNIFFLES” be the equivalent of a metal having comitant with a peak of solar activi- 

a strength of 47,000 psi. The new ty which has been unrivaled since CORRECTED lai a exeans 
porcelains suggest ways ani ea: 1778. 

Even alligators, crocodiles, and of increasing the net efficiency of leds commen knowledge thatsthe 
land tortoises are subject to the com- turbine power-plants by permitting ultraviolet radiation from the sun 
mon cold. Director Robert Bean operation at temperatures of 1,800° augments the electron densities in 
of the Chicago Zoological Park used F. and higher. the upper layers of the ionosphere 
to have plenty of sniffling reptiles ROBOT CHEMIST from which dx transmission is re- on his hands every winter. Investi- flected. The prediction of com- 
gating, he found that his “swamp” A “robot chemist” which uses munication requencies depends upon 
was too cold for them. The result electronics to determine the chemi- the time of day, the season of the 
was the reptiles spent too much cal content of gases quickly and year, and the sunspot cycle of 10 to 
time in the water and they caught accurately has been developed for 11 years’ duration. 
bad colds, industrial and research applications. (please turn 10 page 44) 
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yk when selecting machines 

Extra “dividends” can be 
for realized by selecting ma- 

2. chines that have a long 
=i, productive life, simplified 

° . i a operation, accuracy and 
Ae Se atility. University Men EER versatility 

fn Mh These “‘dividends’” show 
fe eal SS up in the many new ma- 

: o ras - chines recently added to the 
ey L, Brown & Sharpe line, as in 

—_ the No. 5 Cutter and Tool 
io Grinder shown at the left. 

al Many unique features 
; developed to meet new con- 
i ditions, and long trouble- 
, free service life combine to 
: make a profitable invest- 
i > ment of Brown and Sharpe 

Korstens << iS — Milling Machines se : ae ‘ 
| Grinding Machines 

a Screw Machines 

On Capitol Square b 
BS BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO. 

[BS PROVIDENCE 1,R.1.,U. S. A. 
22 NORTH CARROLL MADISON BROW Ny a 3 iT IN RPE 

a ee ee 

Al iN umy7il otes ee (continued from page \5) 

number of new alumni. It must be 1904 with a B.S. degree in Civil was conferred the title of Civil En- 
the climate. The Johnson Service Engineering, and is now Professor gineer on September 28, 1940. Pro- 
Co. has hired Richard F. Bruning, of Structural Engineering. fessor Rohlich is a member of Phi 
N. J. Janisse, Russel Kliest, and J. Ray S. Owen graduated in 1904 Kappa, Tau Beta Pi, Chi Epsilon, 
V. Rudy. To the American Ap- with a B.S. degree in Civil Engineer- Theta Tau, and Sigma Xi fraterni- 
praisal Co. has gone Harold P. ing, and is Associate Professor of ties. He is Professor of Sanitary 
Hertzog, while Forrest D. Gunder- Topographic and Highway Engi- Engineering in the Civil Engineer- 
son accepted a position with Le Roi. neering. He is an alumnus of Sig- ing Department. 
Ralph C. Geigner is working for ma Nu Fraternity. Eldon C. Wagner graduated in 
Geo. J. Meyers and Theodore E. Arno T. Lenz graduated in 1928 1937 with a B.S. degree in Civil En- 
Crawford is with Oil Gear Co. John with a B.S. degree in Civil Engineer- gineering, and was awarded his M.S. 
W. Mann is at the University of ing, and received his M.S. degre: degree in Civil Engineering in 1940. 
Wisconsin Milwaukee Extension Di- in 1930. The title of Civil Engi- He is Professor of Surveying in the 

vision. neer was conferred upon him in Civil Engineering Department. 
— CE — 1937, and he was awarded the de- Thomas E. Fieweger (718), con- 

Leslie F. Wan Hagan graduated gree of Doctor of Philosophy in struction engineer with the Central 
in 1904 with a B.S. degree in Civil 1940. Professor Lenz teaches Ad- Engineering Company of Daven- 
Engineering, and was conferred in vanced Hydraulics in the Civil En- port, Iowa, has been elected direc- 
1919 with the title of Civil Engi- gineering Department. tor of Associated General Contrac- 
neer. At present he is Chairman of Gerard A. Rohlich graduated in tors of Illinois. 
the Department of Civil Engineer- 1936 with a B.S. degree in Civil En- Frank S. King (’40) is track su- 
ing, and Professor of Railway Engi- gineering. He received his M.S. pervisor for the Pennsylvania Rail- 

neering. degree in 1937, and the degree of road, living at Sunbury, Pa. 
William S, Kinne graduated in Doctor of Philosophy in 1940. He (please turn 10 page 42) 
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Zo je Map showing mineral distribution 

FR ritio & go ra throughout the state of Wisconsin. 

et * fn 

Lee J Y 4 é Courtesy of the Wisconsin Geological and 
E274, PS Nutural History Survey. 

7 D. +, nT from the working face to the shaft, 

Pg. 4c, [eng where it was placed in the bucket to be 
6 TwLOR Ne d GoonTO O hoisted to the surface. For light, the 

fan Be y mort 4 st i d dil tuck in a gob of é 5 ( fx miner used candles, stuc g 

fe ry Le y or "9 % y aed clay. When this clay was placed against 
PERCE S | toa— ( 4] 4 { fA f any surface, it would adhere. Thus he 
Ve | Prt | h + ry | f f had a light that was adaptable to any 

CBR ite raat fe J j “y situation. Besides pick, shovel, and 

4 Batis at Sy f crowbar, these miners brought in the 
Yee chats — a aa waiSoce) hand drill and blasting powder to facil- 

Metallic Minerals % eat Ded Cf “ff itate removing the ore. 

ie CY TCP may etna . : Non: Metallic Minerals ) °F g A il With the ore out of the mine, the 
Se ae somal sen be am s Bext step was to concentrate the lead, 

© Granite orea ql os yy | o PRS XY making it pure. The first furnaces used 

ota Y Fre O ‘ a f were those similar to those of the In- 

Spl ) es ots GEFFERSING , dians. But these furnaces left most of 
° Ue ec au es ah ry \ the lead in the refuse, and thus were 

Gy - Fai distribution throught Sad V2 OS \ not very efficient. Indeed, in the fu- 

lle bri ra (7 ey a ture, some of these waste materials mac! In that county Uj, Yh { > i 

U V7 7] . a were resmelted at a considerable profit. 

The log furnace was next, an improve- 

ment over the original type. This fur- 

somewhat different here. These pioneers knew that the ore nace was built of limestone, or sometimes of fire brick. 

they were looking for, sulphide of lead, occurred in veins, Built against a slope, it consisted of three enclosing walls, 

and that these veins were in the strata that they named with a trough formed in the sloping bottom. At the lower 

the “cliff limestone.” The veins often occurred in groups, end of this trough or channel was an arched opening, 

the veins running parallel to themselves, generally in an called the “eye,” which permitted a draft to enter the 

east-west direction. The signs that they looked for in- furnace, and also allowed the lead to flow out into a 

cluded evidence of previous digging by the Indians, old receptacle at the outside of the furnace, where it was ladled 

Indian furnaces, and an extraordinary presence of the into molds. The furnace was charged by laying logs across 

“masonic weed,” which was supposed to send its roots the channel, filling the spaces with smaller pieces of wood, 

down to the lead in the veins below. then covering this with ore. Wood was piled around the 

When the miner started his shaft, he hoped that when ore, and also on top of it, so that before the fire was kin- 

he got down to the proper level, he would come right into dled, the ore was completely covered by the fuel. The heat 

the vein. Then he had only to drift out along the vein would usually take about 24 hours, and would recover 
in either direction to remove the ore. If he did not strike from 50 to 60 per cent of the lead content of the ore. 
the vein with his shaft, he would then drift north and 

south, thus hoping to cross a vein after a short distance. Because the log furnace was inefficient and not very 

When the vein had been located, the miner would start durable (the high temperatures reduced the limestone to 

removing the ore to the surface. He used a windlass at lime), it was natural that attempts would be made to de- 
the top of his shaft to lift out the buckets of material. velop superior processes. The Drummond furnace allowed 
(In fact, his shaft very closely resembled a well from out- the heat from the fire to pass over the top of the charge 
ward appearances.) As the drift extended away from the as well as underneath it. Using a water-wheel to drive 
foot of the shaft, a wheelbarrow was used to move the ore the bellows, these blast-type furnaces soon came into gen- 
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eral use. They recovered much more of the lead from the FOR RESEARCH IN 

ore, and consumed considerably less fuel than the older 

types. Even more efficient smelters were developed some- R A D I 0 A Cc T I V I T Y 

what later, but new problems were to cayse a decline in 
the lead industry. - eee. 

After 1847, lead mining in Wisconsin began to fall off. mi yo et ae 

As the mines became deeper, the cost of working them Eb nie a — a Conf 

increased. Furthermore, the water table was reached and ae 24 
indicated revolutionary changes in mining methods. It be- > y oy 

a ca 
i i i oo _. iu | came necessary to install pumping machinery, or to exca- a 4 27 

vate some drifts at lower levels for the sole purpose of ma yr 

draining the mines. Sometimes cooperative effort was re- 334" x23" taans a - . 
5 , ‘ ; i 1 

quired to meet this problem. In any circumstance, con- WA" x24" 1K"; Weight 3% 02. 

siderable capital was required, and as the deeper ores con- s 

tained less lead, mining activity slowly dwindled. Another Lindemann Electrometer 

factor that contributed to this decline was the fact that as This instrament was originally designed for use in 
* : connection with photo-electric measurements of light in 

the ee went deeper, the ores contained progressively astronomical work. It is now used extensively for the 
more zinc sulphide. This was considered worthless at the determination of radioactive emission. Compact and 

time, and was thrown away. Zinc was first marketed from stable, it has high sensitivity, stable zero, and does not 
hi in 1860 d dually b h domi require levelling. The capacitance of the instrument is less 
this area in » and gradually became the predominant than 2 cm. For general use, the instrument is placed upon 
product. The mining of zinc was done under more modern a microscope stand and the upper end of the needle ob- 

ses : 5 i served, illumination being obtained in the usual way 
conditions than we have described here, 50 it secins well through a window in the electrometer case. 

to conclude the story of lead mining in Wisconsin at this . se . 
; * : : Write for descriptive literature 

point. When the zinc was mined, it was done by a rela- 

tively few corporations, with no mining done by the small CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENT CO., INC. 

organizations that were typical of the pioneer lead days. Pioneer Manufacturers of Precision Instruments 

Thus the old shafts were gradually filled up to make way 3756 Grand Central Terminal, New York 17 
_. pH Meters and Recorders, Galvanometers, Gas Analyzers, Fluxmeters, Exhaust 

for the plow, and both the mining farmers and the farm- Gas Testers, Surface Pyrometers, and other Electrical and Mechanical 
* * : Instruments for Use in Science, Industry and Medicine 
ing miners became simply farmers. 

OPPORTUNITIES IN FINLAND 

h 
LEGATION OF FINLAND The 

2144 Wyoming Avenue, N.W. < 
Washington 8, D. C. BADGER ENGINEER 

Gentlemen: 
With reference to your letter of the 22nd of August 1947 Gets a Square Deal 

and my reply thereto dated the 12th of September last, I am 
pleased to give you below the information which I have ju: at 
received from Finland in answer to your inquiries concerning 
opportunities for American engineers in Finland, as set forth ts r 
in your letter mentioned above. I HE S I | DEN l 

1) There are possibilities for employment for engineers of 
all the classes listed, since for the time being there is a short- 
age of engineers in a number of fields in Finland. A lack of 

knowledge of the Finnish language, however, would restrict K 
the duties to which foreign engineers micht be assigned. 

2) Employment is available in research in the field of 
Chemistry and possibly Metallurgy. 

3) a) College graduation is a minimum requirement. 
b) Yes, engineers just obtaining their bachelor’s or mas- 

ter’s degree are eligible. In the field of research, ENGINEERIN G 

however, wider experience of course is desirable. 
c) The beginning salary of a young engineer graduate @ Texts 

is approximately $120 to $140 per month; for older, 
experienced engineers, $220 to $250 per month. e S Li 

d) The best understanding of the cost of living may be upplies 
gotten from the fact that a‘single person can manage . 
well on the beginning salary of a young engineer in e Equipment 

accordance with Finland’s modest standard of living. 
e) No arrangements are made for the families. 
f) No difficulties are encountered in obtaining work 

visas. At present there is lack of man-power. The Book Store 
g) Generally travel costs are not covered by the Fin- 

nish Government or other possible employers. Nearest the Campus 

I trust the foregoing fully answers your questions and 
reaches you in sufficient time to meet your requirements. 

Sincerely yours, 712 STATE ST. F. 9930 

Olavi Munkki 
Charge d’Affaires a. i. 
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E C M A ° from »\. oe 
* Engineering College Magazines Associated 

“... Your prospective employer takes a decided inter- “.. . Participation in college activities, especially engi- 
est in the list of activities on your personal record... . neering activities, was disgustingly low . . . Perhaps if the 
Employers regard a man’s personality as one of the most ‘glamour boys’. . . would break away from their country- 
important factors in considering his employability. ... club lives for a while, the situation would be remedied. 
The term ‘personality’ is difficult to define, but specific Perhaps if the ‘moaners’ of Pollack Circle would come out 
personal characteristics can be mentioned that are re- of their shells and meet the college half-way, the situation 
garded as most important . . . ability to cooperate and get would be remedied. Perhaps if the incoming sophomores 
along with others, ability to meet and talk easily with possess a willingness to cooperate, now a rarity on campus, 
people, a neat well groomed appearance, alertness, depend- the situation would be remedied... .” 
ability, and enthusiasm. Other contributing factors are i a . Ys 8 ” Penn State Engineer, October, 1947. initiative, a sense of humor, confidence, and courtesy ... 

Pardue Enoineesr ‘ ¢ equ Purdue Engineer, December, 1947. “... It seems clear that within a few years when the 
present large freshman and sophomore classes graduate, 

“... The ideas concerning student activities have been the strictly professional openings in engineering as well 
rather interesting to watch... . There is one group of stu- 2S in other occupations will be limited. Hence thought 
dents who say they can’t spare time from studies to put must be given to careers in general for which an engineer- 

out a magazine, others who feel that they would rather ing education provides a superior background, for every 
spend their free time in athletics or with dates, and still engineering graduate cannot expect to find the precise 
others who feel that the training, contacts, and pleasure technical job which may appeal most to him. There will 
derived from the work required is worthwhile...” always be adequate opportunities to utilize one’s engineer- 

ing education effectively for a successful career, but man Oklah State Engineer, December, 1947 z % e oma State Engineer, Dec 50 : 7 ws aboma state LNgine SEMADEE of us should begin now to condition our outlook to recog- 
nize that design and construction are the sin qua non of an 

“\.. It is the duty of the engineering students of today engineering education. . . .” 
to study and learn and practice better human relations. N.Y.U. Quadrangle, November, 1947. 
Only then can the engineer of tomorrow be qualified to 
aid in attaining not only industrial peace, but peace among 
the nations of the world... .” “... We must abandon the notion that an engineer may 

‘ 5 8 : : 
lowa Engineer, December, 1947. be broadened simply by exposing him to some professor 

in a liberal arts college for four or five hours a term. This 
cannot be depended upon to work because, first, the engi- > g i . . a : : . ++ The object of going to college, we are told, is to neering courses tend to narrow the student into the same 

obtain an education that cannot be obtained elsewhere. In groove for thirteen or fourteen hours each semester, while 
the pursuit of an education, however, many students so only one arts course counteracts the tendency, and, second, ae ‘ _— 5 ; ‘ . diligently concentrate on ‘booklearning’ that they entirely we have no assurance that this arts professor is not just 
overlook another aspect of education: that of associating as narrow and restricted in his field as we are in ours... .” 
with and learning to know and appreciate their fellow stu- : 
dexes » Nebraska Blue Print, November, 1947. 

The Michigan, Technic, November, 1947. 

“... Hard work will probably bring you no business 
. . . success unless it is seen by the boss .. . prejudiced personal “\.. There is nothing that will degrade a school stand- y' =P J P “te . . 5 contacts are more determinant of ability than the ability ing faster than a poor spirit and a poor scholastic stand- * . . ‘ ‘ ‘ _. itself. All of which makes us wonder at the callous hypo- ing... . Don’t think for one minute that your spirit and . ‘ Fs . : ; : crisy that represents ‘maturity’ in man, who is supposedly cooperation will not be missed because of the large num- . ” » far above the animals... . ber of students... . 

Missouri Shamrock, October, 1947. The Tech Engineering News, November, 1947. 
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me women can fix anything guarantee their sash balance for products for at least part of the 

Srich a bent hairpin. But it the entire life of the building in solution. 

took a man to solve a problem that which it is installed. Born of free enterprise... the 

had stumped the hairpin experts Roebling flat spring steel is one system that creates demands for 

for generations. of the most widely used of the thousands of articles that are un- 

He solved the irritating problem hundreds of Roebling products, known to the citizens of other 

of opening and shutting stubborn yet it is the least known. Few men countries... flat wire and flat 

windows without benefit of crow- think of umbrella stays, clock spring steel point the way to other 

bars, by means of an ingenious, springs, feeler gauges, measuring undreamt of developments and 

automatic sash-balance, which rules and tapes, and thousands of markets. 

enables you to perform that opera- other articles, in terms of flat Roebling flat wire and spring 

tion with one finger. spring steel. steel have earned the confidence of 

The principal member of this On the other hand, when enter- designers and engineers throughout 

new temper-saver is a length of prising inventors create knotty industry... the world over. Z 

high carbon, sash-balance spring design problems,when competition 

steel made by Roebling. The manu- dictates re-design of a product in JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY 

facturers have such confidence in order to lower costs, engineers TRENTON 2, NEW JERSEY 

this Roebling product that they invariably look to these Roebling Branches and Warehouses in Principal Cities 

ROESLING 
S77 
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Now... 

As a Convenience to You... 

A PICTORIAL REVIEW 

OF THE CAMPUS AND YOU 

hy f ( fe 

TTT TT — Clip out and mail- — — — — — | 

7 Sirs: | 

| Enclosed please find $4.50 in payment for my 1948 | 
|! Wisconsin Badger. : 
| 
| Name . - oe _ | 

| Address _ ee cckni RUNS WENGE Ea eee enemas - ! 

| WISCONSIN BADGER | 
| MEMORIAL UNION — 770 Langdon I 

| 
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Freshman Engineer | | C) | \ OC) R | I , | 

Ist Semester 1947-48 

Rate: High Honor Rate, 2% points per credit 

Honor Rate, 2% points per credit 

HIGH HONOR RATE 

Lange, J. R. .... a _ . 3.000 Engel, C. W. vans 2.824 

Miller, D, F. —.-..... _ oa: wa 3.000 Fieve, R. R. ....-.-...------ ee 2.824 

O'CGnnOr: Ry Dy scence ee . . 3.000 Kaneshige, H. M. . is asain 2.824 

Koenecke, M. M. poses 2.824 

Lenz, J. R. ......--- cxrosersnseenrern ena 2.824 

Root, D. F. .. coccinea - a . 2.941 Raabe, R. E. a eee 2.824 

Zimmerman, D. L. . ween 2.824 

Bell, H., Jr. —.... eens : si spcececuomasse OBS 

Munson, J. F. - 2.882 Schowalter, W. R. _— oe 2.765 

HONOR RATE 

Marquardt, J. C. on ... 2.706 Faulks, J. T. . 2.471 Engeldinger, K. J. 2.398 

Wright, H. J... coe eeee 20706 Petzrick, P. A... 2.471 Sauer, W. F. .... 2.353 

Grochowski, J. E. .... ce 2.647 ROssi, Bs Fs. cesses cassis 2.471 Wibbens, R. L. _... 2.353 

Van Norton, R. N. —... .. 8 _. 2.600 Bolender, J. W. - wave. 2,412 Mutimer, M. B. 2.353 

Ambrose, E, A. ..... ce eee 2,588 Borcherding, L. J. suncnes DTD! Wood, R. E. 2.333 

Eichelkraut, A. A. a 2 2.588 Debbink, J. P. ees -. 2.412 Anderson, T. J. 2.294 

Wichman, R. H. .. 24 2.588 Gerschke, F. R. _...... . .. 2.412 Crump, J. M. 2.294 

Anderson, J. E. __.. - . 2.579 Hergenrother, E. L. oecuts . 2.412 Priem, R. J. 2.294 

Anderson, W. S. - - 2,529 Jerome, R. H. .... — a 2.412 Wallesz, M. A. 2.294 

Crump, J. K. oe -- 2,529 Trowbridge, J. J. . . 2.412 Punko, E. M. 2.286 

Kopp, R. W. cori 2.529 Zrmsek, P. J. F 2.412 Shay, R. W. 2.278 

The following students, although not working at the honor rate, 

are in the high fifteen per cent of the class. 

Bodenstein, N. F, -.... weve. 2.235 Fischer, H. G. sass 2.176 Connell, R. D. 2.133 

Gruetzmacher, L. H. 2.235, Karas, H. R. ........ 2.176 Case, J. C. .... 2.118 

Jennings, J. L. —. - ww 2.235 Lange, He. Re, sccctssnccccncncccc. 2.176 Champion, M. M. : 2.118 

Kast. He (By encencs, eee 2.235, Montgomery, D. C. sta ... 2.176 Johnson, S. C. 2.118 

Kraina, J. H. -.... ose woe 2.235, Pickup, L. I. oo = 2.176 Pitt €; Hi 2s .. 2.118 

Kronholm, H. O. ............ a 2.235 POpe. Ki: Ag. cesses 2.176 Safford, R. D. 2.118 

Stanley, W. A. sass 2 2.235 Rea, R. Dy o222 een 2.176 Slotten, E. K. . 4 2.118 

Rogers, R. E. -. 2.222 Wundrow, W. J. - = sucrose: QVT6: Torphy, T. E. . 2.118 

Young, G: .usssucs. = 2.214 Shillinglaw, H. M. 4 2.167 Whalen, R. W. 2.118 

Anderholm, F. R. - .. 2.200 Litterst, R. S. 2.158 
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Modern Hea ting cee rant radiant heating on an extensive basis. 
The “heat pump” is the name commonly applied in pres- (continued from page 19) ; A . we ent commercial practice to a year-round air conditioning 

The main advantages that are now claimed for radiant System that employs the standard refrigeration cycle but heating by its various advocates are as follows: has as its main objective adding heat to a given space in- 
1. The radiators are out of sight and do not occupy stead of removing heat. 

floor space which can be used for other purposes. The cycle operates as follows: The gaseous refrigerant 
2. When the structural frame of a building has been leaves the evaporator, enters the compressor, and is com- 

completed the heating system has also been completed, and pressed to a pressure high enough to be condensed in the 
heating can be begun immediately to facilitate the com- condenser by a comparatively low temperature. On leav- 
pletion of the interior work. ing the condenser it passes through an expansion valve 

3. When used in prisons and asylums, the system cannot where in changing from a high pressure to a low pressure 
be tampered with by the inmates. it drops in temperature. This low pressure, low tempera- 

4. The system can be used for cooling as well as heating ture liquid is then introduced into the evaporator where 
in those localities where the humidity is not too high. it absorbs heat from the evaporator medium and is vola- 

5. The floors are warmer (for floor panels) than in _ tilized or “boiled” into gas. In the refrigeration cycle the 
buildings heated by more ordinary systems and cold air main objective is the removing of heat from the evaporator 
currents along the floor are less intense. medium. 

6. Air currents within the room are materially reduced The heat pump cycle'used for heating is the same as so that dust particles can settle out. that of refrigeration but the room or space to be heated 
7. The first cost of the system depends largely on labor acts as the condenser and an outside heat source acts as 

costs and will not vary much from that of the ordinary the evaporator. The outside heat source can be either alr, 
systems, ; ground, or well water. ‘The system would run on the 

8. The cost of operating the system is somewhat lower following cycle: The refrigerant on leaving the evaporator 

than that of the ordinary system for the following reasons: 35 a low temperature, low Pressure liquid would enter the (a) for equal comfort, the temperature of the air within outside heat source which would be higher in temperature 
the room is slightly lower and hence the cost of heating than the refrigerant. Here the refrigerant would absorb 
the air which passes through the room is lower; (b) the heat from the heat source, be volatilized, and then pass 
heat loss through outside walls is somewhat lower, ‘° the compressor. After being compressed to a high tem- especially when the windows have double glazing; (c) when Perature and Pressure, the refrigerant would pass to the 
either water or air is used as the heating medium, lower *°0™ to be heated which would be at a temperature lower 
temperatures are used than in ordinary systems and there- than the refrigerant and the refrigerant would condense, 
fore an economy in fuel combustion can be effected. giving off its heat to the room. Both the heat and con- It is the author's contention that some of these ad. densation and the heat added during compression would 

te te ayy be available for heating of the room. vantages are commercialized” to advance the use of . . . 
radiant heating systems. At the present time the installa- Secondary fluids can also be incorporated into the sys- 
tion cost is still excessively higher than that of steam radia. %™: for example, the refrigerant need not pass directly 
tion or hot air installations, but perhaps the time will come ‘*° the room to be heated but it could be used to heat 
when design procedures become practical enough to war- Water or air which could then be sent to the room for 

heating purposes. 

ELECTRIC HEATING 
The room to be heated Up to the present time electricity has been used in heat- 

ing designs only for auxiliary uses or for reheat coils on 
Eaves some air conditioning systems. The high cost of electricity 

eaeenaten | 4 in comparison to coal, gas, or oil furnace operating costs 
Valve q Ub prohibits its use as a main heating system. However, with 

Swe yer the birth of atomic power, it is no longer unimaginable 
ri that some day the cost of electricity will no longer be 

ZA re oe prohibitive in main system use. Because of its cleanliness, 
Te SvOUEa, avetay : ee, ease of operation, and no storage problem, electricity will 

“4 (se Staperate) Lo 2 tt probably come into wide use if this comes about. 
So ety 4 Z Here, then, are four. of the most modern and up-to-date 

NN hee hey - A “4 heating methods. Before planning a home, all of them 
~ GaP a Me! < — a ; poet should be investigated to see which, if any, can be applied. 
eo tea A FS Sn ow [PZ Through continued advances in design, through changes 

in installation techniques, and through the lowering of 

Flow diagram shows the reverse refrigerating cycle of the costs by mass production, more and more of these aYSteMs heat pump. will find their way into the home of tomorrow. 
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remove the finger prints, it became electrified and the od oa | hye ay SN 

complete period of swing fell to less than a second. After \ wn 4 [on ae 
several days the period returned to about 3 seconds and he es ze a" Se 

the instrument was used in this condition for stellar obser- \ xs XN! ‘ ™ a 2 SS 

vation. The sensitiveness was only one fiftieth as great, \ at — SNe a. Soe 

yet a candle at 2.4 meters with one silver reflection and 3 \ . Saas Ge 
plates of quartz between it and the radiometer gave a \ FE 

deflection of about 80 mm. on a scale at 0.4 meters. This \N Me Me tien 
method was discarded in favor of the radiation themo- E me, 

ye 
couple and the bolometer, and has not been used exten- 

sively for this purpose since that time. 

The two major disadvantages of all these instruments PROBLEM—You are designing a cabinet-type oil 

are that they are not sensitive enough for most stel ar heater. The oil and air metering valve has to be 

radiations and that they are not sensitive to any particular x 

placed at the bottom. You now want to provide a color of the spectrum. . 

In recent years the photo-electric cell has been perfected manual control for the valve located on the cabinet 

to a point where it answers these two problems most satis- front where it is easy to see and to operate. How 

factorily. Aside from the fact that the cathode of a photo- would you do it? 
electric cell can be made sensitive to a certain wave length THE SIMPLE ANSWER—Use an $.S.White remote 

or band of the spectrum, they can be used in conjunction ; 4 
with am amplifier system and have thus given @ sensidvity control flexible shaft to connect the dial to the valve 

of 100,000 times that of the bolometer or such similar | Of to a rod running to the valve. The latter method 
heat devices. was used in the heater illustrated below. The flexible 

In the next issue the photoelectric cell as a stellar | shaft will provide smooth, sensitive control and will 
radiation device will be discussed in detail, as well as the allow you to put the dial anywhere you want it. 

various applications of the photoelectric radiation detector. 
re ee kok ok 

THE SECRETARIAL SHOP | | (RMMBBRMmes iy) 1 & fot one of bor: 
a eI i no dreds of power drive and 

Typing — Mimeographing — Letter Service ' oe i , Mm remote control problems 

Addressing — Mailing — i Y eyaatien Sek vNito rie 
| ——| i A ible shafts are the simple 

NEAT — ACCURATE — PROMPT SE) © onswer. That's why every 
i | ie tg engineer should be fa- 

Newest and most modern typing shop i A miliar with the range and 
near the campus. Come in! UL WZ scope of these ‘Metal 

303 STATE ST. FAIRCHILD 6170 — ’ Muiseles"* for mechant: 
iii. cal bodies. 

ker Mfg, Co, Chicog, My Tented leaker, Mt OF 

Call WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4501 
xR . 8] It gives essential facts and engineer- Pm. 

Aanderson’s Flowex Shop ing data about flexible shafts and : fates [ 2 
their application. A copy is yours fame eo 
free for asking. Write today. For Your ane: = 

Corsages and Bouquets a 

Courteous and Prompt Deliver SS. WHITE 
” THE S.$, WHITE DENTAL MFG. Co. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 

» DEPT.C, 10 EAST 40th ST.. NEW YORK 16, N.Y. om 
B. 441 656 STATE ST. Smal evrtine ann ouutorwe Toous "c svaciol sonmsen nonees® @ mou euitoes "* PLANE SGT "+ COMTEAGT MAINES MOAB 

One of Americas AAAA Industrial Enterprises 
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Synthane where Synthane belongs Beye 
aS © 

H™: Synthane at work in a channel selector turret ... Me Ce 
the nerve-center of any television receiver. - S a 

Synthane is employed for a number of the intricate parts to . oS ‘ 
insure extreme electrical and mechanical precision and rugged Co : 

operation. It’s an appropriate job for useful, hard-working - 
Synthane . . . a timely example of plastics where plastics belong. 

In addition, Synthane is moisture and corrosion resistant, 

hard, dense, easy to machine, and has unusual electrical insu- 
lating qualities. Synthane is also structurally strong, light in 
weight and stable over wide variations in temperature. 

These and many other properties—combined—make Syn- SYNTHANE 
thane adaptable to countless chemical, electrical and mechanical iS 

applications. Synthane Corporation, 14 River Road, Oaks, Pa. 

SYNTHANE TECHNICAL PLASTICS + DESIGN » MATERIALS + FABRICATION + SHEETS » RODS + TUBES + FABRICATED PARTS © MOLDED-MACERATED + MOLDED-LAMINATED 
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; 7 ae | AMERICAN i 
First Lawyer: “As soon as I realized it was a crooked . i 

business I got out of it.” A — KB - Ona = 

Second Lawyer: “How much?” ie ‘ ) 

se * beg Now available with 

They call him buck teeth, because that’s what he paid Vee Cork and Curved aa 

for them. 4 : 4 
4 Quill Stopper 7 

iy OR \ 
Mary had a little lamb; 4) Perfected Rubber 1, 

Her father shot it dead 7) t 

And now it goes to school with her y Dropper Stopper =. 

Between two hunks of bread. SS = 
ee Both tape Hoppers SETAE 

“ " available on rg yaa (ooced 
. waterproof black. Ae a 

We always say that a cow on a curve isn’t nearly as dan- When ordering from 

gerous as a curve on a calf. your dealer, specify 
the type stopper 

* Fk required. { 

“Join me in a cup of coffee?” N 
. of i fd 

“Sure, you get in first.” aN HIG aT ig aw - 

HIG GINS AMERICAN INDIA INK {4 » 
x ok x wateyaroof blaok | Se 

INK €O., INC. Mtr 
Cave men used to knock girls senseless, but that is no Wace aon we 

longer’ necessary, 271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN 15, N.Y. <a 

x Ok Ss <_< — 

Thanks for the hug. 

The pressure was all mine. 9 

one Brown’s Book Shop, Inc. 
I think that I shall never see 

A girl refuse a meal that’s free DIETZGEN and K &E 

A girl whose hungry eyes aren’t fixed 

Upon a malt that’s being mixed Instruments 

A girl who doesn’t like to wear 

A lot of doo-dads in her hair Slide Rules 
Girls like that aren’t liked by me 

But who the heck would kiss a tree... Graph Paper 

Curves 

THESIS AND TOPIC WRITERS Triangles 

Leave your typing here while gone Ts 

for spring vacation mequares 

We Are Thesis Specialists 
h Browns Book Sho COLLEGE TYPING CO. P 

ACROSS THE CAMPUS FROM THE LIBRARY ie . 
Friendly, Courteous Service 

B. 3747 
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Foreign Students ... ono ey 
Talaat Youssef Knut Lofstad 

design, or to be more specific, analytical design. He has Houghton, Michigan, in which teams from the University 
. « : : 3 of Minnesota, Michigan Tech., and the University of not definitely decided on his thesis subject yet, but at . . oy . te Minnesota at Duluth competed. This competition was for 

present he has narrowed it down to a research on ‘“Me- fourzevent: teams, where’ each, man’ must do’ all events, 

chanical Vibrations in Crankshafts” or ‘“V-Belts.” Talaat jumping, cross-country, slalom-downhill and downhill run- 
is working under the direction of Professor R. J. Harker, ning. Knut’s specialty is slalom-downhill. At Leland, 

and expects to complete the work for his Doctorate by Michigan, last year, Knut won the General Midwest Sla- 
June, 1949. lam-downhill, while this year at Houghton he placed sec- 

ond. Knut is also a sailing enthusiast and is a member 
Before returning to Egypt Talaat plans to spend a short of the Hoofer Sailing Club. 

time in the United States getting some practical experi- Although his first interest is in skiing, his hobby of sail- 

ence. On returning to Egypt he must work seven years ing is by no means a small one. In Norway Knut has sailed 
for the Egyptian government to fulfill his part of the on pleasure craft that ranged in size from 15 up to 55 feet. 

agreement whereby they financed his advanced schooling. Most of his experiences are in day sailing and cruising, and 
such stories of adventure and his analysis of the engineer- 

Talaat is an Assistant Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical ing principles involved in the use of a boat might be of par- 
Society in London, Egyptian Branch, and is a Junior ticular interest to sailing enthusiasts. 
Member of the Society of Automotive Engineers. His Knut feels that the free enterprise in the United States 
favorite sports are swimming, rowing and tennis. While at offers better opportunities than are to be had in Norway. 
Fouad I University in Cairo he was a member of the var- He likes the University of Wisconsin campus and the nice. 
sity crew team of the School of Engineering. The various friendly atmosphere here, but has also found some inex- 
schools of the University competed in a tournament and __ perienced instructors in the teaching staff. He is a member 
Talaat was a member of the winning Engineering School of the Society of Automotive Engineers and, of course, 
crew. the Wisconsin Hoofers. 
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Tl [asa | Or 
PR oO VES ENGINEERING ASME 

Galvanized (zinc-coaten) Sheets RESEARCH TALK Mr. Harry W. Highrighter of the 
On the evening of March 3 Mr. Vascoloy-Ramet Corporation spoke 

Stay Stronger Longer A. T. Waidelich, Assistant Director to the student chapter of American 
© ae : of Research for the Austin Com- Society of Mechanical Engineers in 

_ & . a pany, discussed the coordination of the Old Madison room of the Union 

oC eee civil, mechanical, electrical, and ar- on March 9. He spoke on “Powder 
aad oa a a oS chitectural designers in the planning Metallurgy,” a fairly new process 

aS ce : ee of modern industrial plants. involving the building up of small 

Ares = as Mr. Waidelich’s talk, “Industrial parts by compressing finely pow- 
fo ec es Plants—Who Designs Them?” was dered metals under extreme pres- 

1m 34 YEARS .. . Erected in 1913, and supplemented by slides showing ex- sures. Sandwiches and beer were 
Jl covered “with heavy-gauge galva- amples of research and new devel- served after the talk. 
centrating plant of the A/Z Company, opments. Special topics touched 

ee gigxcellent condition after ore by Mr. Waidelich included: Indus- rE eS 
with Gray Metallic Zinc Paint in 1932. trial Architecture, Plant Designs for pe ww - Ltt 

Maximum Efficiency, and Controlled a | + 

url | | Conditions involving windowless a ! b rm 

adeee @ — plants. ' ae etal scsi ca oom Sponsors for the talk were the | i io. ‘| 
a re | WD student chapters of the engineering oF foe Pe 
hay ech = Ae ‘mi societies on Campus. | ' j \ Ly 

In building for the future, look WHAT A MAN, THIS PAT 7 | ers 

root: mutes Reeling off Celtic songs with a bit isahae ee oe , 
rability . . . service. With gal- of an authentic accent, Roger - 

eee coated) roofing | — M’Hugh, a true Irishman from pi tourarher who lef akts she 
oe ee ee Dublin and guest lecturer in Eng- of Comrade a and Pomra es seein 

of Zine. So for low-cost long. | Tah on the Fill, revealed to the toi XY, ei) in the "ENGI 
time service, choose the build- members of Triangle Fraternity that 
The ee Sats ee ee St. Patrick was really two men. It ETA KAPPA NU 

sheets. Send ‘coupon for infor- eens ee = Association for Ad- : mation about Zinc and how it vanced Studies in Dublin has Eta Kappa Nu, honorary electri- 
can help keep your buildings reached this conclusion in a book cal engineering fraternity, met on 
and equipment stronger longer. published on the subject. M’Hugh March 2 in the Memorial Union for 

INET . . made this startling revelation on St. a short business meeting with a so- 
a2 a Xe peak anus S a in Patrick’s day just before kissing the cial gathering afterwards. Keys and 

Sead Tenses eae oe Blarney Stone over the bookcase shingles were distributed to new 

Sor guy 2 or, of Zine per aq. ft. while waiting for dinner to be members. 

served. The Irishman suggested 

BSbkz'2694 095\b. Wescxer Bre Cees ts that perhaps St. Pat was both a law- ATOMIC ENERGY 

_ yer and an Engineer, but his ex- enyy: . 
. 3 . Will Atomic Energy Serve or 

FREE BOOKLETS! planation: doesn’t ‘seems iplansible. Destroy Mankind?” was the topic 
i.e discussed in the Union on Tuesday 

1 ieckmeasthar ont ocsimicg Hcy THETAVEAD evening, March 2. Dr. Farsington 1 . | 1 A Western theme prevailed at the Daniels, Chemistry; Prof. W. W. 
1 CJ Repair Manual on Galvanized Roof- | . : . 
! ing and Siding \ party held by Theta Tau, engineer- Beeman, Physics; and Prof. David 
' Facts about Galvanized Sheets | ing fraternity, on Friday evening, F, Ellman, Political Science, couldn’t 
! (CO Use of Metallic Zinc Paint to Protect ' February 27, at Turner Hall. John seem to agree on the answer. It 
i Metal Surfaces i Pike acted as master of ceremonies appears that no one else can agree 
J NE os | for the evening’s entertainment of either; and it does present a prob- 
| Address a { dancing, games, and refreshments. lem as answerable at present as the 
eee, State | Professor and Mrs. G. A. Rohlich question of which came first—the 

. a were chaperons for the party. chicken, or the egg? 
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Patent Low e ° e (continued from page 18) 

NOVELTY has abandoned and never made public and patenting a 
There are a number of statutory rules which determine device which some other inventor has used in secrecy. 

whether or not a patent can be anticipated or invalidated These cases are not an exception to the rule since the sec- 
on the basis of lack of novelty. In general, the patent laws ond. inventor gives the knowledge to the public. 
require that the invention or discovery be new and that Frequently, two inventors working independently of 
the invention shall not have been patented or described in each other, apply for patents within a short time so that 
any printed publication in this or any foreign country their patent applications are pending at the same time. 
more than one year before the filing of the patent appli- The patent office must then decide who is the first inventor. 
cation. A “printed publication” means that the work must To facilitate explanation, let us say A and B have patent 
have been printed and published. Publication requires applications pending on the same device. The party who 
either a sale or offering of the printed matter for sale, or first reduced his invention to practice, B, is considered to 
deposit of the printed matter in a public library where it be the first inventor unless the other party, A, can show 
is indexed, or otherwise making the work available to the that he conceived the idea prior to the time B conceived 
public. the idea, and that he, A, proceeded to reduce his invention 

The laws also provide that the invention must not have to practice with due diligence. Reduction to practice is the 
been in public use or on public sale more than one year making of a full sized operative model of the invention. 
before filing the patent application. This requirement An inventor need not necessarily make a model of his in- 
applies only within the United States. An inventor who vention since the filing of a patent application is consid- 
had no knowledge of a foreign public use or sale is not ered constructive reduction to practice and serves in lieu 
barred from obtaining a patent in the United States. of actual reduction to practice. The courts are strict in 

A public use must be distinguished from ex- tequiring diligence in reduction to practice. If 
perimental, accidental and secret uses. If an in- baa | II | A proved that he was the first to conceive the 
vention was used experimentally and the pri- al jee = 1 / _ idea but had stopped working on the invention 
mary purpose was experimental, even though Hay pore rl | for a considerable length of time after B had 
some incidental profit was made, the courts have a’ ea es | conceived the idea, he would not have used due 
held this use no bar to a patent; however, if the mt roy mae diligence and B would be considered the in- 
primary purpose was for profit and experiment eae ventor; however, if A proved that he was the 
was only incidental, the courts have held it to be ae = first to conceive the idea and had begun to 
a public use and a bar to a patent. An acciden- ~ — work on the invention again slightly before B 
tal or unintentional production of a process or device will ‘entered the field, A will be considered the inventor pro- 
not invalidate a patent. Such cases usually involve rejec- viding he used due diligence from that time on. 
tion of the accidental result because it was considered OWNERSHIP OF PATENTS 
faulty or because its value was not recognized by the acci- . deneal-wsex, As stated before a patent is granted to the inventor— 

it can only be granted to the true inventor. Ownership 
A secret use is not a bar to a patent. Frequently cor- of the patent belongs exclusively to the inventor; however, porations use an invention in secret and prefer to main- hevean sell oe assign his patent. In general, ownership of 

tain a trade secret over a perjod of years by requiring a patent can only be transferred by an oral or written 
employees to take an oath of secrecy and by other exten- agreement to do so; the courts are reluctant to enforce an 
sive security measures. It is interesting to note that in such implied contract of transfer. Such contracts can be entered cases somebody else, entirely independent of the secret into before an invention is made. Employers frequently 
user, may invent the trade secret and obtain a patent, which require that their employees enter into agreements which 
the courts will not allow the prior, secret user to invalidate. provide that any invention made by the employee during 

the term of employment will be assigned to the employer. 
PRIORITY OF INVENTION Such agreements must be reasonably limited or the courts 

Tin general, onily: the dine tavencoe wis, kaw given the — them non-enforceable as contrary to public policy. 
or example, an employee entered into an agreement knowledge to the public is entitled to a patent in the which’ required assignment of any inventions which the 

United States. He, and he alone, is entitled to the patent. employee has made or conceived or may at any time here- 
Tf he does not choose to obtain a patent on the device, but after make or conceive and extended to any business in 
dedicates it to the public instead—no one else can. There which the company or its successor is or may be concerned. 
are cases, however, in which patents are actually granted The court held those provisions of the contact; contrary 
to the second inventor. Such cases involve the revival of a ro public policy ang Hen-tifetebable since they were not limited in time or subject matter. 
lost art, patenting of a device which some other inventor (please turn to page 48) 
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The Piano Business Gets a LIFT... when Alcoa Aluminum Castings Replace Heavy Metal 

Even a well-trained husband who’ll rearrange the Castings are effecting similar changes. In one 

living room every Spring balks at piano-moving. plant, their corrosion resistance means no painting, 

You can see the main reason above. It’s the big simple finishing. In another, they are liked for 

metal plate that holds the strings—and it has their superior machinability. In still another, they 

always tipped the scales at around 125 pounds. are preferred for the ease with which they swing 

No wonder it gave the piano business a lift when through production, where iron castings had to be 

a progressive piano builder replaced the heavy iron hauled by truck or hoisted on heavy cranes. 

plate with one weighing 45 pounds—made of The change from heavy metal castings to Alcoa 

Alcoa Aluminum. As perfected, this big casting Aluminum Castings is a revolutionary switch in 

from our foundries is strong to resist the 18-ton product engineering. Old, old habits are being 

pull of the taut strings. It is stabilized to provide questioned as engineers re-evaluate metals—with 

tonal quality and stay in tune. And its cost today is a sharper eye than ever before focused on Alcoa 

competitive with the old-fashioned cast-iron plate. Aluminum. ALUMINUM CoMpANY OF AMERICA, 

With other advantages, in other industries Alcoa Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. 

DA GBA & 
— \| aod Oe Jl PALas WAL orirst in ALUMINUM 

ALCOA 

P| La Just 60 years ago six young men started a tiny been done is shown by the fact that America 

| BY business in a little shed in Pittsburgh. They began today has the greatest aluminum industry in 

itd ecg ead to make aluminum by a new process. That was the world, employing around 1,000,000 people Y 
a a the beginning of what is now Alcoa. Alcoa's aim, in the manufacture of aluminum in its many 

0 MaUrEts Ts then and now, was to make aluminum cheaper shapes and forms or in making many useful prod- 

and more useful. How successfully that has ucts in which aluminum plays an essential part. 
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Alumni Notes... outed fom pe 29 
George A. Williams ('43) was Donald L. Nord is a graduate stu- er at the Wisconsin Annual Region- 

married to Dorothy Rose Winters dent at Wisconsin. al Conference of the American 
on October 30 at Kobe, Japan. James P. Schmitt will be with his Founrymen’s Association at Mil- 
Raymond J. McVeigh (’46) is father in private engineering prac- waukee, February 12 and 13. Mr. 

now with the W. S. Lozier Co., en- tice in Milwaukee. George K. Dreher, one of the prin- 
gineers, at Rochester, N. Y. Tor Skogstad will be with Sver- cipal speakers, is director of the 

The February graduates have drup and Parcell, a firm of consult- Foundry Educational Foundation, 
scattered quickly to take their places ing engineers, in St. Louis. which awards five scholarships to 
in the professional field. Those for Constantine N. Tragakes is with the University of Wisconsin. 
whom information is now at hand the firm of Atkinson-Drake-Park, Badger Engineering alumni pres- 
include: which is doing some engineering ent at the conference included Larry 

Lester E. Christensen will work work at Athens, Greece. H. Hahn (’21, ’22), David C. Zuege 
with his father, who is a mason con- Curtis Warren is an instructor in (20, ’29), Norman F. Koch (’24, 
tractor in Racine. Mechanics at Wisconsin. 29), Arthur K. Higgins (’28, ’32), 

Donald Gmeiner will be with the Walter J. Scott is with Swift & Edward A. Erdman (35, ’36), Wal- 
Sundstrand Machine and Tool Co. Co. in Chicago. ter W. Edens (’37), John L. Yarne 
of Rockford, Ill., where he expects Arthur J. Langenberg is working and Edward J. Wellauer (’38), 
to take training in sales. for the American Bridge Co. in Frederick R. Mueller (’39), Roy W. 

Lauren K. Hanson will be with Gary. McIntosh (’42), Robert M. Ramage 
the Chicago and North Western Ry. M&M and Richard C. Juergens (’43), Wal- 
at Chicago. ~~ ~ ter J. Gotstein (’44), Donald M. 

John W. Kelley has entered the Dean Withey of the College of Gerlinger (’45), John A. Jefferys 
Law School here at Wisconsin. Engineering was the opening speak- and James M. Jude (’46). 
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Here’s an example of research that led to the engi- it is necessary to control both the phase composition and 

neering development of a new factory process. the chemical composition of the final product. 

The properties of a finished bar of soap depend on the Research findings of this kind at Procter & Gamble 

polymorphic form or forms in which the soap molecules are translated into designs for large-scale factory proc- 

have crystallized. For instance, the comparison of the esses. The picture at the right shows a new type of factory 

x-ray diffraction powder diagrams to the left illustrates process in which conditions are controlled to produce bars 

that one soap can be prepared in at least four different of soap of the desired crystalline form or phase. 

polymorphic forms or phases. These different forms Naty Design, development and construction of this me- 

in physical properties such as plasticity, rate of solution in chanical equipment called for close cooperation between 

water, and ease of lathering. chemists and engineers—scientific teamwork that sets a 

Thus, to make a bar of soap with desirable properties, pattern for progress. 

Py ® 

PROCTER & GAMBLE ae. 
Sg 

Cincinnati 17, Ohio a 4% J) 
ae. 

= 
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c1euce Gg G Wg go beaminued from page 24) 

Ultraviolet radiation from the ground wave. The important result supplementing the existing electron- 
sun, resulting from solar explosions of the anticipation of the number ic techniques. It promises a new 
similar to an atomic bomb, cause of sunspots in any future year is the and improved laboratory tool for 
ultraviolet flares on the solar sur- possibility of estimating the best detecting and counting alpha parti- 
face which may result in a momen- long - distance communication fre- cles. According to the National Bu- 
tary blackout of radio communica- quencies. (Radio Craft.) reau of Standards, the diamonds 
tions on all frequencies. The inter- DIAMONDS AMPLIFY might be used to replace the Geiger 
ruptions may last from 15 minutes ELECTRIC CURRENT counter, the standard instrument for 
to an hour or more. By having an electron gun shoot detecting radioactivity discharges. 

Another effect of longer duration a beam at a small diamond chip, it (Science News Letter.) 
is ee ee ses Basen is possible to amplify the current NEW TELESCOPE GUIDER 

itte rom the sun in the region i +4: : oe ' Gi Fe I oo * “ much h. atta pe . O A new guiding device developed nspots. Gigantic solar whirl- es : ; or aense. 8 ‘ cKay of the Bell Te epnone La at Mount Wilson Observatory will winds shoot these particles earth- oratories described the discovery as : 5 automatically follow the stars on ward, and upon reaching the atmos- a radically new method of control- : : ! Lieawily Geaive AP as Ko: di ling the 4 4 ‘ificari ¢ which the telescopes are trained. A nere so eavi 1onize it as to 1S- 
. . : P t the radi hn ver the en rh the ow:and ampincation of an description of the instrument ap- ru e radio c ae) 2 en- : ‘i cee ti . th e © ie current. by hi peared in the Review of Scientific ire earth. o 5 i The eT dae scenes y him Instruments (Nov.). 

It may not be said that aes ee irectly ‘on paces A photocell activated by a small 
circumstances do sunspots make for ell Laboratory research in whic part of the starlight which is re- 
poor radio reception and a clear sun current was induced in diamonds deed chin th 1 5 i he length by bombarding them with alpha) pe unin the telescope for good; it depends on t e leng y | aroins, the ap controls the mechanism to keep the and frequency of the radio waves particles. The development is ex- L di d h I loved and wheth + th ted b farrenchine inf telescope directed on the star. In employed and whether or not the pected to have far-reaching influ. photographic work with large tele- 
receiver is beyond the radius of the ence on the future of electronics by . . . scopes, constant manual control is 

oe hd S/S. ee generally required to keep the image 
pa rtners In creating of the star accurately on the spectro- 

graphic slit in the instrument. In 

K & E drafting instruments, equipment and materials spectrographic work a part of the 
have been partners of leading engineers for 80 years star’s light is reflected from the 
in shaping the modern world. So extensively are these knife edge jaws of the slit. This 
products used by successful men, it is self-evident that new device uses a fraction of the 
K & E has played a part in the completion of nearly fected lise. A ston of dh 
every American engineering project of any magnitude. reflected light. Any deviation of the Yt star results in modulation of the re- 

a = —_— flected light which is transmitted 
Drafting, Reproduction, : through a small guiding telescope Surveying Equipment * S » . . and Mariah, : into a multiplier-type phototube. 
Mane Ta ; o : The output of the tube therefore 

io “| | varies and is used after amplifica- 
_ y | Hi tg y tion to operate the mechanism to 

Ll : 7 Lak : ae _ adjust the pointing direction of the 
al “i ) - 7 LLU : telescope. 

see _— ‘a x _ TEN TOP SCIENCE 
ae lity ADVANCES 

, . The ten most important develop- 2 : en . . . > 4 i -£ ments made in science during 1947 
A /-_. as picked by Watson Davis, the 

lirector of Science Service, are: 

: < 1. The discovery that smell is de- 
’ — ‘ected by infrared radiation ab- 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. Pie orbed by odor material reaching 
esr. 1867 f fe, “le nose: 

NEW YORK * HOBOKEN, N. J. ' VS. z woe Chicago * St. Louis © Detroit od 2. Synthesis of protein in long 
San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal BCG (please turn to page 46) 
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Aw April 16, Standard Oil’s great new It may well be that you will spend part of your 

research laboratory at Whiting, Indiana, professional career in surroundings patterned 

will be open to the public. Technical men will be after these well-planned new buildings at 

especially interested in these splendid new build- Whiting. In any case. you cannot fail to find 

ings and their equipment. Most interested of the new Stando1u wn saboratory a present ac- 

all will probably be young men like yourselves, complishment and a promise for the future. 

“for here at Whiting you can see facilities so Here is one of the places where the world of 

modern in every respect that they are likely to tomorrow will be shaped by the skill of men 

serve as a model for similar industrial develop- trained, as you are, to the exacting, rewarding 

ments for many years to come. tasks of scientific research. 

Standard Oil Company 
(INDIANA) 

- 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 

STANDARD 

- STANDARD] 
. SLU es 
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the world’s most widely used abrasive (continued rom page 44) 
chain molecules, promising new plas- 

Sy oo ee 5 3 ec Eo tics of medical and industrial im- g - . < P| ] | * i? Lc < < JZ Ly, portance. J . . y OT C . a3 Ze 3. Artificial rain-making by spin- Ae : i eo SS ~~. fa $ oe NS ating: ' kling dry ice or water on clouds. s ?. id Net i Ka o ) bs frogs s 4. Interconversion of proton and Le 4 S a | vi “ iff oo a neutron fundamental particles and he » Soe oe * 3 foe K UO es A) smashing of many more elements i set Sok A | yo 4 a er to “ge oo: 4 yielding new isotopes and transmu- mh ¥ “ae FL as “i Bi sd J i tations in the world’s highest volt- t a Se / ihe "Aas SS = NS AN age synchro-cyclotron. a ] oe) a for aint . 3 Se) he Fi AN PONS 5. Largest display of sunspots in . ae ge \ ‘a. | Sy ed. iceman io ‘a over three centuries. bee ee’ ~ SS ey Cae No = a e ? ay | 6. Pilotless plane that crossed the co a. ay a3 yy Lee an | : NM an Atlantic without a human hand at 

[fae al ce 7. Discovery of 10,000-year-old Bye ws : : : y Tepexpan man in Mexico. ba eS oo | 2 x s Loe 7 « 8. Use of streptomycin in tuber- 
Coe _ eer ee te culosis treatment. ee So 3 od fa \ ee ie. Cee 9. Development of jet bombers ~ 

and higher speed jet planes. . 
~ 10. Camera that makes a finished I" these unique, arc-type furnaces at the Norton electric photoprint in a one-step process. 

furnace plant near Niagara Falls is produced ALUNDUM (Science News Letter.) 
abrasive—fused at 3700° F.from the mineral, bauxite. TINY, LOW-PRESSURE 

WIND TUNNEL Introduced to industry by Norton in 1901 this first electric- A tiny wind tunnel at the Unik 
furnace-made aluminum oxide abrasive revolutionized versity of California is said to be 
the grinding of steels because of its combination of hard- this world’s first low-pressure type to duplicate actual pressure condi- ness, sharpness and toughness. tions up to an altitude of over 45 

miles. 
Subsequent Norton developments were designated as The principal object of the tun- 
38 ALUNDUM and 57 ALUNDUM—and then in 1946 nel is to develop precise information 

on the fluid mechanics of super- came the sensational 32 ALUNDUM abrasive. sonic speeds in the extreme alti- 
tudes. Present supersonic wind tun- 
nels blow air over models of rockets 

and airplanes at high pressures and Today ALUNDUM abrasive in its various forms do not necessarily give a true pic- 
is the world’s most widely used abrasive. ture of what happens to a missile 

traveling at supersonic speeds in 
the rarified upper atmosphere. 

INDUCTION HEATING NORTON COMPANY WORCESTER 6, MASS. General Electric has announced 
(BEHR-MANNING, TROY, N. Y. IS A NORTON DIVISION ) the use of high frequency induction 

heating combined with a water : I a quench to treat the bed surfaces of 
lathes to surface harden them to i as aan prevent accidental blows from pre- ABRASIVES — GRINDING WHEELS — GRINDING AND LAPPING MACHINES : REFRACTORIES — POROUS MEDIUMS — NON-SLIP FLOORS — NORBIDE PRODUCTS maturely rendering the surface im- LABELING MACHINES — (BEHR-MANNING DIVISION: COATED ABRASIVES AND SHARPENING STONES) proper for close work. 
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i ; - > | Asample from every industry served by Square D 
i ~~ __ | Field Engineers would make quite a load, indeed. 

A || _~_| For these men serve as liaison between Square D 
ra |__| and every segment of industrial America. Their 
= | full-time job is working with industries of every 

For many years, ADVERTISEMENTS SUCH AS NL kind and size—helping find that “better way 
THIS ONE have appeared regularly in leading to do it.” 

business magazines. Their primary purpose is Through these Field Engineers, located in more 
to build acceptance for Square D Field Engineers, than 50 offi 4 the United States, Canad d 
practically all of whom come to us from al. 2Y ONICES th. the ne ALES: ' anada an 
leading engineering schools such as yours. Mexico, Square D does its three-fold job: Designs 

——— — a and builds electrical distribution and control equip- 
OY ial ~ ment in pace with present needs—provides sound 

W Ph yO counsel in the selection of the right equipment for 

Lo $ , — oe. o any given application—anticipates trends and new 

“<a a “a | methods and speeds their development. 

NS he i If you have a problem in electrical distribution 

ee “S83 or control, call in the nearby Field Engineer. He’ll 

help a lot in finding a “‘better way to do it.”’ 
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Patent Law eee (continued from page (0) . 

The employer-employee relationship frequently gives true inventor. In deciding these cases the courts consider 
tise to a right called a “shopright.” A “shopright” is a the relative skill and background of the people involved. 
form or license which is non-transferable. In general, if If the problem involved required the detailed theoretical 
the invention of an ordinary employee is made and used knowledge of an engineer, it is quite improbable an un- 
or if it was perfected by the employee in the employer’s skilled assistant contributed materially to the invention. 
shop, the employer has a license to use the invention. It PRELIMINARY PROTECTION 
has been held that if the invention is related to something OF AN INVENTION 
which the employer usually sells, the employer has a When an invention has been conceived, the inventor 
license to make and sell it. When an employee is hired should draw the invention in ink, explain it to two reliable 
to make improvements, the invention belongs to the em- witnesses and have them sign the drawing with their name 
ployee, but the employer has a shopright. This hardly and date. This is not a strict requirement, but it facilitates 

: seems fair since the employee is being paid for his inven- proof of the date of conception and should be done if 
tive skill, but it is recognized as the law. There is an ex- possible. There is no requirement that ink be used. A 
ception to this rule. When an employee is employed to pencil drawing will do as will the oral testimony of a com- 
make a specific improvement, the invention belongs to the  petent witness; however, it is best to have the most con- 
employer. vincing evidence available. 

If a man, A, merely suggests an idea to his assistant, B, Another device often resorted to is the use of stationery 
with no suggestion as to how it is to be carried out, B is which folds into an envelope. The inventor sketches the 
the sole inventor if he develops the idea and works out invention on the sheet, has a notary seal it and then mails 
the details. If A had suggested the general idea together it to himself by registered mail. An envelope type sheet 
with ideas as to how it should be reduced to practice, those of stationery should be used so that there is no doubt 
who work out the details are given no recognition as in- about substitution of the sketch as there would be if an 
ventors. The assistant may be a joint inventor if his con- ordinary envelope were used. 
tribution is real and substantial. It is hard to draw the As stated before, an inventor may have to prove that he 
line in many cases, but the distinction is important since was diligent in reducing his invention to practice. For this 
a patent is invalid if granted to someone other than the reason it is a good idea to keep a file of dated data sheets 

a ee, «Cf at all possible. cap PUR ccs C| SERVICES OF THE PATENT ATTORNEY 
| 4 19 a moster of, a This article has merely scratched the surface of a tre- 

ee I q Bee] enginecting, background mendous field of law. The drafting of patent applications 

‘3 | a rn Tie and the prosecution of lawsuits involving patents requires 
oe ne | specialists. In fact, many attorneys who draft patents refer 

; O : ae ay { their court work to men who confine their activities to pat- 
: Le ad ) ent litigation. 

os : : é Any invention which is worthy of the time and effort 

- a" 4 > of an inventor is worthy of the attention of an expert 
i A jo | 4 patent attorney. Drafting a patent is an art, and skillful 

: re oan drafting may greatly enhance the value of the patent. 
: Di nel ~ The patent attorney will also have a search made which 

_ — will disclose similar inventions in the same field and enable 
A “FOUL WEATHER” FRIEND him to decide the relative chances of obtaining a patent 

on a given invention. 
TO CABLE USERS The patent office merely passes judgment on patentable 

Every kind of weather but fair is manufactured in this difference. They do not make a decision on the question 
Weatherometer which is used regularly in testing sections of infringement. 

of Okonite Cable. For example, repeated cycles of Water As stated before, a patent is merely a right to exclude spray and ultra violet light are combined with freezing in a . : % ‘ ‘ 
refrigerator. The result: a rapid succession of violently con-| thers from using, selling or making an invention. The 
trasting, effects which tests the cable more drastically than] holder of a generic patent can prevent the holder of an 
could years of actual exposure. improvement on the device covered by the generic patent 
This is one of a series of continuing tests in which Okonite from making, using or selling the original invention. The puts modern equipment and engineering personnel to work . 
pre-testing and establishing the life expectancy of its electrical holder of the improvement patent may suffer serious loss 
wires and cables. The Okonite Company, Passaic, N. J. if he practices his invention without the consent of the 

sieo| holder of the basic patent. The question of infringement 
6 K oe a i T ic SPA | should be decided by a competent patent attorney to avoid 
e ‘ SINCE? the possibility of this loss or to arrange for licensing agree- 

Ls insulated wires and cables _», ments in which the inventor’s interests are fully protected. 
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